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I FOREWORD

Tourism is quickly becoming a major driver of regional economic and social development in Southland. It
provides opportunities for rural and urban communities to benefit from employment and business development.
Tourism complements other industries such as agriculture and provides opportunities for the diversification of
Southland’s economy.

Tourism is one of the main contributors in Southland’s economy. It is a diverse industry providing employment
for between 10-15 percent of the current work force and contributing $368 million in visitor expenditure.

This tourism strategy has been prepared with public input on behalf of Venture Southland and the Southland
Tourism Strategy Working Group. It has been prepared following site visits, one-on-one meetings with tourism
operators, community representatives, council staff and consultation with promotions groups, councillors,
mayors and representatives from the four Murihiku Runaka.

The focus of the strategy is on managing tourism in Southland in relation to sustainable destination management,
marketing and product development. The Southland Tourism Strategy identifies market opportunities and will
guide tourism development in Southland over the next ten years.

This planned and co-ordinated approach - supported by the strategy will provide significant benefits to the
regions and all sectors of the economy.

Mayor Tracy Hicks
Gore District

Mayor Frana Cardno
Southland District

Mayor Tim Shadbolt
Invercargill City
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Our Vision

Southland is New Zealand s premier destination for nature,
wilderness and cultural heritage experiences — the visitor
experience is at an unhurried pace, the hospitality is genuine,
service is exceptional and Southland s communities benefit.

Our Goals

1.  Enhance the range of tourism products on offer in order 
to expand existing businesses, attract new investment and
spread community benefits,

2.  Develop a regional marketing approach that will strengthen
Southland s image, positioning and performance in its 
key visitor markets,

3.  Provide sustainable management of Southland s tourism 
destinations through strong stakeholder relationships.
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Our Guiding Principles

¥ Adopt the principles of Manaakitanga (mutual respect 
between hosts and visitors) and Kaitiakitanga (look after 
the land, sea, air and living creatures),

¥ Focus on quality and yield but recognise and provide for
price sensitive travellers in order to maintain a spectrum 
of visitor markets,

¥ Spread benefits around the region where this is desired 
by communities and meets visitor demand,

¥ Develop facilities and services that will be of value to 
residents and visitors alike,

¥ Protect Southland s unique strengths — its nature, wilderness,
cultural heritage and Southern hospitality -
to ensure sustainable and meaningful visitor experiences,

¥ Work closely together — local and central government, 
community, iwi, Department of Conservation and
the industry,

¥ Share the vision to achieve our goals.
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The strategy outlined in this document is centred on three main goals.

Goal 1: Enhance the Range of Tourism Products on Offer in Order to Expand Existing Businesses,
Attract New Investment and Spread Community Benefits

This goal is made up of six key objectives that collectively should lead to more products and services being
developed in Southland, especially in areas outside of Fiordland, where many established tours and attractions
already exist.

An important reason for developing this goal is to help spread the economic and social benefits around the
region, where there is a desire by the community, and where there is demand from the visitor markets. The
development of further heritage attractions such as the Southern Odyssey and careful management of the
Southern Scenic Route are important in this regard. Ways in which iwi can engage in tourism are identified,
reflecting strong support from Murihiku Runaka to have a role in the industry.

Broadening the range of places to stay and things to see and do will involve adding value to existing businesses
and attracting new investment.  Both actions are required and a number of opportunities to add value and
establish new products have been identified.  There are opportunities in accommodation, events, tours and
other activities/attractions. Venture Southland can play a key role in attracting investment by providing research,
access to tourism and business advice and facilitating public — private joint ventures.

Opportunities for each sub-region are also outlined in this section, based on consultation, background research
and existing Concept Development Plans.

Goal 2: Develop a Regional Marketing Approach

The second goal includes six objectives aimed at raising Southland s profile as a visitor destination in New
Zealand and overseas. It involves the development of a regional tourism marketing plan that would see closer
ties between Fiordland and the rest of Southland, without affecting the ability to work separately at times. It
also signals that it is time for Southland to develop a programme for joint venture funding of marketing activities
both for New Zealand and overseas. This will take time to develop and the key industry leaders are encouraged
to make a start, in order to make the marketing budget go further. Southland s visitor research programme
needs to expand, as the results are important for potential investors and for local authority planning of
infrastructure, facilities and services.

Goal 3: Provide Sustainable Management of Southland’s Tourism Destinations through strong 
Stakeholder Relationships

This goal is about working closely together to manage destinations such as Milford Sound, the Catlins and
Stewart Island in a sustainable way, to co-ordinate local government involvement in tourism and to help grow
the capacity and sustainability of the industry. It reflects the nation-wide move by most other regions to establish
a multi-stakeholder group to drive and govern tourism development and manage its effects. Thirteen objectives
are put forward, the first of which calls for the formation of a Tourism Advisory Group for Southland. This
could be established from the existing Working Group who have steered the preparation of this strategy,
although additional representation is recommended. The outcome of such a Group should be leadership in
sustainable management of tourism destinations and greater input by the industry and the community into
decisions on tourism development and marketing. Other outcomes include improved joint venture funding,
systematic implementation of this strategy and facilitating improvements to infrastructure in Southland.
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ABBREVIATIONS
CAM Commercial Accommodation Monitor
DOC Department of Conservation
DQ Destination Queenstown
DF Destination Fiordland
DTS Domestic Travel Survey
EDA Economic Development Agency
ES Environment Southland
FIT Free Independent Traveller

FPA Fiordland Promotions Association
FTE Full Time Equivalent
GDC Gore District Council
ICC Invercargill City Council
IVA International Visitor Arrivals
IVS International Visitor Survey
LGNZ Local Government New Zealand
LTCCP Long Term Council Community Plan

NZTE New Zealand Trade and Enterprise
RTO Regional Tourism Organisation
SDC Southland District Council
SIT Semi Independent Traveller
TAG Tourism Advisory Group
TNZ Tourism New Zealand
VFR Visiting Friends and Relatives
VS Venture Southland
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I INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
This is the first region-wide tourism strategy prepared for Southland.  It has been prepared because local
government,1  the Department of Conservation, various tourism operators, and Venture Southland want to provide
direction for all relevant stakeholders directly and indirectly involved in the sector. Nationally, tourism is one
of the key sectors being used to drive regional economic growth.

This strategy is aligned with two other key tourism strategies:

¥ New Zealand Tourism Strategy (2001), and

¥ Post Cards From Home — The Local Government Tourism Strategy (2003).

The New Zealand Tourism Strategy is currently guiding national policy, project implementation, development
of tourism attractions and services and international marketing. It is a key document for all regions.

Post Cards From Home is most relevant for local government.  Its strategic aims have widespread endorsement
from Councils, and provide the underlying principles for the Southland Tourism Strategy:

¥ To provide and manage tourist-related infrastructure in consultation with the private sector and
relevant stakeholders;

¥ To engage communities in planning for tourism which is socially, economically, environmentally and
culturally sustainable;

¥ To take a lead role in destination management by forming partnerships with key stakeholders;

¥ To facilitate regional tourism marketing and continue with enabling and operational roles in product 
development; and

¥ Regions are being encouraged to prepare regional tourism strategies to help grow and manage the
tourism sector.2

1.2 Purpose of the Strategy
The purpose of this strategy is to:

¥ Provide strategic direction to facilitate growth and sustainable management of the tourism sector;

¥ Identify key issues and constraints; and

¥ Identify new product and market opportunities in Southland.

1. Southland District Council, Invercargill City Council, Environment Southland and Gore District Council

2. Many regional tourism strategies were produced in the 1980s but very few regions have current tourism strategies in place.  Recent 
examples include the Catlins, 2004; Stewart Island, 1997; Southern Lakes, 1998; Northland, 2003; Thames Coromandel, 2004; 
Wairarapa, 1997; Wellington 2002; Kaikoura, 1999. The Local Government Tourism Strategy 2003, Strategic Aim 2, Action 2.3 
advocates for regional tourism strategies to be prepared.
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1.3 Who is the Strategy For?

The Southland Tourism Strategy is for local government, community organisations, iwi, industry and central
government agencies.  It has a variety of applications including:

¥ As a guide for Southland communities, currently involved or wanting to be involved with tourism,

¥ As a guide for new investment,

¥ To facilitate co-operation amongst Southland s tourism industry,

¥ For input into Long Term Council Community Plans and District Plans,

¥ To help direct the marketing of Southland to potential visitors,

¥ To encourage sustainable management of key destinations such as Milford Sound, Stewart Island 
and the Catlins,

¥ For input into central government plans and policies such as the Department of Conservation s
National Park Management Plans and Conservation Management Strategies.

1.4 Planning Approach
A regional consultative approach was used to prepare the strategy. A Southland Tourism Strategy Working
Group was established to govern the process. The Working Group comprised:

¥ Cr Diane Ridley Southland District Councillor (Chair of Working Group)

¥ Cr Sue Anderson Southland District Councillor (Mossburn)

¥ Dean Whaanga Murihiku Iwi Representative

¥ Dave Hawkey Real Journeys

¥ Evan Bloomfield Tuatapere Hump Ridge Track and Bottom Bus

¥ Joyce Robins Tudor Park

¥ Cr Norman Elder Invercargill City Councillor

¥ Cr Ian Capitaneas Invercargill City Councillor

¥ Gary Muir Invercargill Licensing Trust

¥ Martin Rodd Department of Conservation

¥ Ken Swinney Environment Southland

¥ Rex Capil Venture Southland

¥ Jeff Troon Venture Southland

¥ Julie Paterson Venture Southland

¥ John Grant Venture Southland

¥ Kate Watkinson Venture Southland

¥ Lisa Sadler Destination Fiordland

¥ Rachael Cockburn Fiordland Promotions Association

¥ Melissa King Gore District Council
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Venture Southland lead the project on behalf of the Southland Tourism Strategy Working Group.  Between
4 — 22 October 2004, the first round of community and industry consultation was undertaken via one-on-
one meetings during the day and joint community/industry meetings at night.  Consultation was carried out
in Invercargill, Bluff, Stewart Island, the Catlins, Riverton/Tuatapere, Lumsden, Te Anau and Gore.

A preliminary draft strategy was prepared and discussed with the Southland Tourism Strategy Working Group
during November 2004.  In December 2004, follow-up consultation was carried out with Runaka, Community
Board and Promotions Group representatives, available Councillors and some council staff to discuss the
initial findings and draft recommendations.  A draft strategy was then circulated to these groups and made
available to the wider public during March 2005.  Submissions on the draft were incorporated and the
strategy approved by the Working Group in May 2005.

1.5 Links with other Plans
This is a non-statutory document intended to guide and facilitate sustainable tourism in Southland.  With that
intent, it must have regard to and not be inconsistent with other statutory plans.  While the strategy advocates
for managed or sustainable growth, it recognises that this can only be carried out in areas or in ways that
meet the requirements of District Plans, Long Term Council Community Plans, the Southland Regional Coastal
Plan and the statutory documents of the Department of Conservation, including the Conservation Management
Strategies and Conservation Management Plans for Southland and Rakiura/Stewart Island and the Sub
Antarctic Islands, the Fiordland National Park Management Plan and other relevant conservation planning
documents such as the upcoming Rakiura National Park Management Plan.

1.6 Delivering on the Vision
The Tourism Strategy Working Group recognises the importance of being true to the vision and goals of this
strategy.  The Group recognises the inherent tension between managed growth and the protection of values
espoused in the vision — nature, wilderness, genuine hospitality and unhurried experiences.  A recent example
is a Department of Conservation concession application in the Fiords. The applicant s clients did not want
to moor in the same anchorage as another tourism operator whereas the presence of a commercial fishing
boat was okay. The clients preference was to experience wilderness — i.e. the place to themselves.

The protection of these values can only be achieved by strong leadership by a regional Tourism Advisory
Group (proposed later on in this document) and shared responsibility amongst the stakeholders in Southland s
tourism industry. Inevitably, sacrifices may have to be made in terms of growth, if the vision is to be achieved
with the core values in tact. The emphasis for development in Southland should be more on quality of the
experience than on the volume of visitors. Research that monitors visitor and resident perceptions, along with
measurement of environmental indicators, and sound professional judgement are essential for keeping track
of the values.

1.7 Acknowledgements
Many people have had input into the strategy and sincere gratitude is extended to them.  Leadership and
co-ordination was provided by Venture Southland, and the Southland Tourism Strategy Working Group.
Tourism operators, council and DOC staff, Mayors and Councillors, Community Board and Promotions Group
representatives and other individuals have been generous with their time, hospitality and ideas.  Preparation
of the strategy was led by Ross Corbett, with input from Daimien Reynolds and Dave Bamford, Tourism
Resource Consultants, and Peter Laurenson, marketing specialist.
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2.1 Key Global Tourism Data
Globally, tourism has been growing at an average annual rate of 7%. For the East Asia and Pacific regions
(including New Zealand and Australia), tourism growth between 1980 and 1998 averaged 8.1% annually
and is expected to continue at this rate to 2010.3

Tourism growth in East Asia and the Pacific has been ahead of all other regions due to strong regional
collaboration, progressive product development, improved air access especially from long haul markets,
reduced cost, clever use of the internet and well focused marketing campaigns. The region has shown
remarkable ability to recover strongly from three major setbacks: the Asian Crisis of the late 1990s,
SARS, and the collapse of many of the world s airlines following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks
in New York.

New Zealand has performed well in the global market but despite the growth in recent years, receives an
estimated 0.25% - 0.45% of all international visitors.  This small share holding  in world tourism presents an
ongoing challenge although changes in global travel patterns and preferences have seen New Zealand
ideally positioned to capture further growth. These changes include increasing independent travel and
active participation in recreational activities, increasing popularity of nature and adventure activities, use
of the internet for gathering information and bookings and long haul travel to seek out world class natural
and cultural experiences.

2.2 Key New Zealand Tourism Data
Tourism has become a major force in New Zealand s economy. Between 1990 and 2000, international
visitor arrivals grew by 85% and domestic tourism by 40%.4  For the year ended to June 2004, international
visitor arrivals were 2.25 million and are projected to reach 3.1 million by 2010.5  Currently, tourism accounts
(directly and indirectly) for one in every ten jobs in the economy.

Barring external threats such as war or a dramatic global economic downturn, international visitor arrivals
are forecast to grow annually at 5.8% and the associated expenditure at 8.5% yearly through to 2010.
While domestic growth in overnight trips is nearer 3% annually, there is roughly equal value between overseas
and domestic tourism, totalling in 2003 around $14.8 billion, or 9% of Gross Domestic Product.

International visitor spending accounts for 16% of New Zealand s total export earnings and generates over
$1 billion in GST receipts. Without the international component of New Zealand s tourism industry, the country
would need a further 4.5 million cows (a doubling of the dairy industry), or 5.3 million additional hectares
of production forest (2.5 times the current plantation) or 12 times the Kiwifruit industry or 23 times the wine
industry.6

New Zealand s key international markets include Australia (33%), UK/Nordic/Ireland (15%), the US (13%),
North East Asia (11%) and Japan (7%).  For 2003, there was strong growth in the Australian market mainly
in response to cheap trans-Tasman airfares. The Australian market tends to stay for shorter periods (12 days
average) than the others but repeat visits are common. By contrast, average length of stay for the US is 19
days, Japan 17 days, North East Asia 23 days and the UK/Nordic/Ireland market up to 31 days on
average.  This is surpassed only by the other Western European markets (Germany especially) who stay on
average 35 days. Due mainly to SARS, arrivals from Japan and North East Asia have been down on previous
years while all other markets have shown steady growth.

Historically New Zealand has enjoyed steady business from packaged tour groups and this remains an
important component to the industry. Over the last decade however, there has been growth in more independent

I CURRENT TOURISM SITUATION

3. World Tourism Organisation, 2000; New Zealand Tourism Strategy 2010.
4. New Zealand Tourism Strategy 2010.
5. Ministry of Tourism; New Zealand Official Tourism Forecasts 2004-2010.
6. Ministry of Tourism 2004.
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travel, particularly from the UK, Europe (Germany, Scandinavia) and to a lesser extent Australia and the US
markets. The backpacker segment has established itself as an important part of the industry, staying longer
on average than other visitors and fostering strong word of mouth referrals for New Zealand. Wealthy,
middle-aged independent travellers from the US, UK/Nordic/Ireland and Australia are another important
segment that has emerged and along with backpackers, are identified as New Zealand s ideal visitor.7

2.3 Key Southland Tourism Data

Unique Selling Points

Southland reflects New Zealand s global position in many ways:

¥ Outstanding natural scenery and wildlife — Fiordland and Stewart Island are unique in New Zealand,

¥ Southern hospitality,

¥ Wilderness on a huge scale,

¥ Cultural heritage,

¥ Unhurried, non-crowded, timeless experiences.

As a region, Southland is well suited for New Zealand s ideal traveller  having world class natural attractions
(Fiordland) and emerging destinations offering a chance to explore at a more relaxed pace (the Catlins,
Stewart Island, Western Southland). Southern hospitality is growing in reputation and no other region in New
Zealand recognises explicitly that its local residents offers a particular point of difference with southern
hospitality. With the perceived hustle and bustle of other popular destinations such as Queenstown, Rotorua,
Bay of Islands and the Abel Tasman area, Southland offers unhurried, non-crowded experiences.

7. Tourism New Zealand, 2004.
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OPPORTUNITIES

¥ Direct flights from Australia and more flights
from NZ main centres,

¥ Scenic, nature and wildlife activities/attractions
and accommodation on Stewart Island,

¥ Expanded accommodation in Invercargill,

¥ Invercargill to become a regional hub with
associated facilities and activities/attractions to
benefit residents and visitors,

¥ Nature/wilderness/rural lodges,

¥ Walking and mountain bike trails connecting
rural settlements,

¥ Integration of Maori into the tourism sector,

¥ Growth in sports events, conferences and
incentive travel,

¥ A strong image of Southland as a
visitor destination,

¥ Education tourism,

¥ Commissionable product of international standard
throughout entire region.

THREATS

¥ Community support for tourism decreases,

¥ Tourism growth at key sites such as Milford
and Doubtful Sound, in and around Oban,
Ulva Island and in the Catlins expands to
such an extent that it undermines the core
values of unhurried, non-crowded, quality
nature tourism experiences.

¥ Regional competition from Queenstown,
Otago, West Coast and Canterbury,

¥ Airlines withdraw from trans-Tasman flights to/
from Invercargill,

¥ Outbound travel — potential domestic visitors
choosing to holiday overseas rather than in NZ
due to cheap travel deals,

¥ Environmental degradation from other land uses,

¥ Rising fuel prices and its effect on the cost of
air travel.

STRENGTHS

¥ World class natural attractions with an
international reputation,

¥ World class expertise in running nature tours,
guided walks, wildlife activities/attractions,

¥ Unique geographic position,
¥ Strong sense of community pride and spirit,
¥ Robust financial institutions with a local focus,
¥ Cultural heritage product,
¥ Extensive road network and good infrastructure

in most locations,

¥ Effective working partnerships between local
government, community and industry.

WEAKNESSES

¥ Distance from main centres and overseas markets,
¥ Low level of awareness of Southlanders of how

important tourism can be for Southland,

¥ Under-supply of skilled tourism personnel,
¥ The regional marketing approach could

be stronger,

¥ Low level of awareness within the travel trade
and key markets of how good Southland is,

¥ Lack of commission based product in Southland
— Catlins, Stewart Island (does not apply to parts
of Fiordland),

¥ A perception that there is better investment
opportunities in other sectors in Southland.

¥ Lack of mid to high standard hotel accommodation.

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats

Southland s strengths and opportunities are considered strong enough to counter the weaknesses and perceived
threats.  A summary of these elements includes:
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The Importance of Conservation Areas for Southland’s Tourism Industry

Nearly 60% of the Southland region is managed for conservation. The West Coast is the only other region
in the country having more conservation land at 84%. Virtually all of Southland s iconic natural attractions
and associated products are based in or around Fiordland and Rakiura National Parks, the Sub Antarctic
Islands or the Catlins. Both Fiordland and the Sub Antarctic Islands have international recognition as World
Heritage Areas.

The Department of Conservation therefore has an important role in Southland s tourism industry.  Although
the Department does not have a mandate for social or economic development, its primary role as conservation
manager  is inextricably linked with the well being of many rural communities such as Oban, Tuatapere, and
Te Anau, that are situated close to large areas of conservation lands. The Department s role is to plan for
and manage conservation, to foster recreation and allow for tourism, where this is compatible with broader
conservation objectives.  This function is carried out through the provision of facilities, visitor information,
concessions and licenses for commercial activities, management planning and advocacy with tourism operators
and local communities.

For the last 100 years, there has been steady growth in tourism in our national parks and other conservation
areas. The relationship has, in most instances, been mutually beneficial. As a result of industry growth, especially
since the mid 1980s, concern has arisen from some members of the industry and the resource managers
(including Conservation Boards) that the relationship is tipped too far in favour of growth. Issues of carrying
capacity, crowding, environmental and wildlife disturbance and inter-group conflict are now more common
than they were 20 years ago.

I CURRENT TOURISM SITUATION  [ Continued ]



In response, national park management plans, conservation management strategies and other related policies,
have started to introduce more precise objectives, zones, limitations and other mechanisms in order to manage
the effects of ongoing tourism development.

The reality for Southland and other regions with large tracts of conservation estate is that the management
conditions for tourism operators will become more stringent over time. To remain commercially viable,
tourism operators will need to offer world class  experiences, be adaptable to change and use sustainable
business practices.

The industry needs to be aware that there are opportunities for growth on conservation lands, such as a world
class eco-tourism guided trip through Waituna Wetlands, guided walking, kayaking and fishing. Many areas
however, are difficult to access (the bulk of Fiordland National Park) or have zones and policies in place that
regulate commercial and non-commercial activities (for instance, refer to the Visitor Setting Zones outlined in
the Draft Fiordland National Park Management Plan). In these areas, tourism opportunities are largely limited
to high end, low number opportunities such as helicopter scenic landings and wilderness tramping, hunting
and fishing.

Looking ahead, it is difficult to imagine that much more growth in cruise boat tourism could be accommodated
in Milford Sound or Doubtful Sound and limitations are already in place through the Regional Coastal Plan.
In a similar way, scenic flights from Milford Sound could today be at or near acceptable limits. A management
planning process is currently underway to address the future of this activity for Milford Sound.

For Rakiura, it is desirable to see growth in visitor activities in and around Oban, Halfmoon Bay and
Paterson Inlet although congestion may arise on Ulva Island if growth is not managed. Because of the remoteness
and rugged character of the rest of Rakiura, it seems appropriate that the style of tourism operations elsewhere
on the Island should be low impact, high quality nature tourism experiences.  Low impact ecotourism activities
are also most appropriate for the Catlins given the sensitivity of the wildlife and the aspirations of the local
community.

The Department of Conservation has information available that indicates areas of conservation land and the
developments that can occur within it. This is presented in Appendix Six.

Economic Value

In terms of employment, tourism accounts for between 10 - 12% of Southland s labour force and this is forecast
to increase from 5659 Full Time Equivalents (FTEs) to approximately 10,487 FTEs by 2016.8  Finding the
necessary skilled labour will be a challenge given unemployment in Southland is one of the lowest in the
country and out-migration, especially 15—24 year-olds, is an ongoing concern for most sectors. This is not
unique to Southland as employment in the tourism industry, in terms of the size of the work force and skills
required, is currently a national issue.

In terms of expenditure, visitors spent $368 million in Southland during 2003/04 (including Fiordland) and
this is forecast to grow to $573 million by 2010, an annual average growth rate of 6.9%.

From another perspective, employment in tourism remains the primary driver for the townships of Te Anau and,
as a result of the Tuatapere Hump Ridge Track, Tuatapere has created an additional 16 direct and indirect
jobs.  For Stewart Island, tourism is quickly becoming the major employment sector for the Island. Tourism is
also playing a more noticeable role in other small towns and settlements such as Riverton, Lumsden, Mossburn,
Gore and throughout the Catlins.

9

8. Butcher, 2002



Key Markets

Southland attracts a mix of international and domestic visitors.  Fiordland attracts more international visitors
(65%) than domestic (35%) while the rest of the Southland is the reverse, with 85% domestic and 15%
international. The main international markets to both Fiordland and the rest of Southland are:

¥ Australia (25%)

¥ UK (16%)

¥ Germany and Netherlands (13%)

¥ USA/Canada (10%)

Japan (9%), North and East Asia and other emerging markets such as India, Israel, Norway and Sweden
make up the rest and are more evident in Fiordland than in the rest of Southland. There were 526,000
international day and overnight visits to the region during 2003/04 and this is forecast to increase to
780,000 — 800,000 by 2010, an annual average increase of approximately 6%.

The key domestic markets are: Otago (24%), Canterbury (23%), Southland (20%), Auckland (9%), Wellington
(8%) and rest of NZ (16%). There were 1.4 million domestic day and overnight visits to the region during
2003/04 and this is forecast to increase to 1.6 million by 2010, an annual average increase of 1.2%.
Group travel is stronger in Fiordland than the rest of Southland although Free Independent Travel (FIT) or
Semi-Independent Travel (SIT) is picking up in Fiordland and in the rest of Southland.

Southland is a region heavily dependent on visitor flows stemming from the international gateways of
Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. Visitor flows through Coastal Otago, the West Coast and Queenstown
are in many ways the life blood  for Southland tourism in both domestic and international markets.

Southland tour itineraries therefore need to be linked with adjoining regions in terms of realistic timeframes,
transport options, marketing and product offerings. Relationships with surrounding destinations such as
Queenstown, Dunedin/Coastal Otago, Central Otago and the West Coast are essential.  For instance,
more two day/one night Southland products should be developed and integrated into the Queenstown
market.

Overview of Markets

¥ Fiordland is a mature group tour market with growing opportunities in the FIT market in Te Anau
and Manapouri,

¥ Southland in general is developing the FIT market boosted by planned major attractions for the region,

¥ Stewart Island holds developing opportunities for FITs and small group tour markets based on the
recently created Rakiura National Park and joint venture investment in Stewart Island Experience,

¥ The Catlins has developing opportunities for the FIT and small group tour and special interest
markets, attracted by the coastal landscape and Catlins wildlife. Road improvements have improved
access significantly.

10
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Visitor Flow

The indicative flow of international visitors around the region is presented in Figure 1. The flow of domestic
visitors is much more difficult to quantify and more in-depth research is required, however, for visitors from
Otago, Canterbury and elsewhere, it is estimated that they will follow a similar pattern to international visitors.

Figure 1: Indicative Pattern of International Visitor Flows in Southland

Source: Interpreted from the International Visitor Survey and SGL s 2004 Southland Visitor Profile Research.
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Key Products

Southland has established, iconic tourism attractions and a range of emerging products, events and attractions
that are showing good potential. The established products are primarily centred in Fiordland and include:

¥ Nature cruises in Milford and Doubtful Sounds and other fiords and Lake Te Anau — Glow Worm Caves,

¥ Scenic flights over Fiordland,

¥ Overnight walking tracks — Milford, Hollyford, Kepler, Routeburn, Dusky Tracks.

Although some of the emerging and niche products listed below have been in place for a few years, the
dominance and presence in the market place is not at the level of those outlined above:

¥ Hokonui Moonshine Museum and Eastern Southland Art Gallery,

¥ Southland Museum and Art Gallery,

¥ Wildlife tours and short walks in the Catlins,

¥ Rakiura Track, Stewart Island and Tuatapere Hump Ridge Track,

¥ Stewart Island nature and wildlife tours,

¥ Brown trout fishing including the iconic Mataura River,

¥ Events such as the Tour of Southland, Bluff Oyster and Southland Seafood Festival, Hokonui Moonshiners
Festival, Hokonui Fashion Design Awards, Gold Guitars and Tui Country Music Awards, NZ Grand Prix
at Teretonga, Mandeville Fly-In.

New product development projects include: an interactive Visitor Interpretation Centre at Te Anau;
a combined Interpretation and Information Centre at Curio Bay; a Heritage and Tourist Information Centre
at Riverton; an upgraded marina at Bluff; the Croydon Aircraft Museum at Mandeville; new day and overnight
tours of Stewart Island and a redeveloped outdoor adventure centre at Borland Lodge. These are illustrated
in Figure 2.

The close proximity of Queenstown offers substantial future potential for the development of tour itineraries
and services linking Queenstown visitors to the rest of Southland. The Southern Scenic Route offers such
potential and products such as the Bottom Bus  connecting Queenstown to Dunedin via the Catlins provide
evidence that the Queenstown markets, particularly independent travellers, can be explored further.

12
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Figure 2: Major New Product Development Projects in Southland

Source:  Venture Southland 2004.

These projects will provide a significant boost to Southland s range of visitor experiences, particularly for the
FIT markets and some group markets. Product development projects illustrated here involve mostly public—private
sector partnerships.  This is an aspect of tourism development that Southland is good at and an intensive effort
is planned over the next five to ten years.
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3.1 Our Vision
Southland wants to engage in the tourism industry to create jobs and spread benefits around the region.
The motto is tourism for Southland not Southland for tourism  meaning community and environmental aspirations
and concerns come first.

But, when it comes to visitors, Southland will deliver an experience that is better than what visitors
expect. This will entice visitors to come back and to tell others how good Southland really is. Our vision
statement is that:

Southland is New Zealand s premier destination for nature, wilderness and cultural heritage
experiences — the visitor experience is at an unhurried pace, the hospitality is genuine,
service is exceptional and Southland s communities benefit.

A detailed version of this vision is provided in Appendix 1.

3.2 Goals
Three goals have been developed in order to achieve our vision:

1. Enhance the range of tourism products on offer in order to expand existing businesses,
    attract new investment and spread community benefits,

2. Develop a regional marketing approach that will strengthen Southland s image, positioning
    and performance in its key visitor markets,

3. Provide sustainable management of Southland s tourism destinations through strong
    stakeholder relationships.

3.3 Guiding Principles
In the process of achieving these goals, we will apply the following guiding principles that are critical
to our success:

¥ Adopt the principles of Manaakitanga (mutual respect between hosts and visitors) and Kaitiakitanga (look
after the land, sea, air and living creatures),

¥ Focus on quality and yield but recognise and provide for price sensitive travellers in order to maintain a
spectrum of visitor markets,

¥ Spread benefits around the region where this is desired by communities and meets visitor demand,

¥ Develop facilities and services that will be of value to residents and visitors alike,

¥ Protect Southland s unique strengths — its nature, wilderness, cultural heritage and Southern hospitality -
to ensure sustainable and meaningful visitor experiences,

¥ Work closely together — local and central government, community, iwi, Department of Conservation
and the industry,

¥ Share the vision to achieve our goals.
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Enhance the Range of Tourism Products and Services on Offer
Overview

Southland is progressing in developing more attractions, services and tourism products. The future focus, as
revealed during the consultation and background research, needs to be broad and includes accommodation,
activities and attractions, events and information services. Seasonality and distance from main New Zealand
centres and overseas markets are two key constraints that will always need to be factored into the design
and operation of tourism ventures in Southland. Events, conferences and incentive travel have been identified
as the main ways to overcome or at least off-set the effects of seasons and long distance.

A broad focus will mean adding value to existing products and services and establishing new ones. Both
approaches are required to expand current businesses and attract new investment. There were as many
people spoken to during consultation who were interested in adding-value as there were interested in developing
new products. The end result of both tactics should be more benefits spread around the region in terms of
employment, income and local expenditure.

Adding value and attracting new investment should be directed towards Southland s strengths — nature, wildlife
and wilderness on a grand scale, cultural heritage, sports events and conferences, unhurried and non-crowded
experiences with warm Southern hospitality.

Adding-value can include:

¥ Adding a new attraction or activity based on an existing theme or event (for instance, using props from
the World s Fastest Indian film or establishing another cycling event that builds on the success of the Tour
of Southland),

¥ Expanding tours or activities to run daily or weekly that can be sold by inbound operators and wholesalers,

¥ Improving the standard and quality of tour commentaries so that Southland holds the reputation of having
the best tour guides in the country,

¥ Expanding existing accommodation where there is demand,

¥ Creating combination products such as fly-in walk-out, boat-walk or boat-bike packages to meet the
growing demand for half day and full day nature/adventure activities,

¥ Romanticising or branding features, names or locations that are familiar to residents but can be special
for visitors ( Southern Scenic Route , Southern Odyssey ),

¥ Establishing winter and off-season activities (through events, meetings, conferences and incentive travel
for the business market).

There is a range of products that would strengthen Southland s position as a tourism destination, fit well with
its natural, physical and cultural resources and build on the region s expertise in tourism:

Nature, Rural and Wilderness Lodge-style Accommodation

Southland is at the early stages of building up a network of lodge-style accommodation (Fiordland Lodge,
The Lodge at Tikana) catering for demand from independent and small group travellers interested in world
class experiences. There is proven demand for upper range and mid-priced, character accommodation that
provides excellent service, quality tours with top class professional guides. The concept of a fishing lodge
near Gore has been identified to serve the Mataura River s world class reputation as a brown trout fishery.
The Catlins and Western Southland are also ideally suited for nature—wilderness lodge style of accommodation
that focus on sustainability of nature and wilderness.
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Hotel Accommodation in Invercargill

The forecast growth in international visitor arrivals into Southland coupled with a strong business market suggests
there is an opportunity for further hotel development in Invercargill. Feedback from some tour wholesalers
suggest that they would include Invercargill/Southland in an itinerary but a) there is limited hotel capacity and
b) they want a recognised hotel chain that they have relationships with.

All Weather Activities and Attractions in Invercargill and Te Anau

Southland weather is often seen as a deterrent to domestic visitors, mainly those from the North Island. As
such, wet weather alternatives could be developed over time that can cater for both residents and visitors alike.
Progress is already being made with projects such as the recently completed Fiordland Community Events
Centre and Discover Fiordland (a world class interactive visitor experience) in the planning stages.

A major facility attraction is needed in Invercargill and a possible expansion of the Southland Museum and
Art Gallery into a complex that provides specific exhibitions of Southland heritage situated in other areas of
the region. There is potential for the gateway to the Sub Antarctic  theme to be further explored. This type of
facility would be expected of any gateway city.

Art and other Expressions of Southland’s Cultural Heritage

The Southland Museum and Art Gallery, Eastern Southland Art Gallery, Anderson Park Art Gallery and other
smaller galleries have important collections of art from Southland and beyond. Southland s arts sector is
emerging and over time will play an important part in the region s identity and offering to visitors. This needs
careful nurturing and appropriate levels of support. As with any regional tourism industry, the arts generally
become part of the overall product.

Lesser known but equally intriguing examples of local culture also exist in Southland, such as the Burt Munro
story, the Richardson Truck Museum, Thornbury Vintage Machinery Museum and the E Hayes and Sons Ltd
store in Invercargill. These examples cater for the discerning heritage visitor who is seeking a unique experience
in the region.

Walking Trails

Southland s landscape lends itself for great walking opportunities and this is well proven by the region s Great
Walks and other multi-day tracks. Public huts on the Milford, Routeburn and Kepler Tracks run at between 70%
- 98% occupancy during the peak season so there is limited scope to increase use without affecting current
hut capacity or the experience itself.

Day walks on these tracks have proven popular although further growth may lead to congestion with overnight
walkers who are seeking a non-crowded natural experience. The strategy suggests that further development
of guided day walks would be better re-directed away from busy tracks such as the Milford, Routeburn and
Kepler or that site design provide for a separation of visitors to reduce any perception of crowding while
increasing overall visitor numbers. Any possibility of development would need to be aligned to the Department
of Conservation s management plans.

Having said this there is further scope to develop day and overnight walks (especially weekend or three day
packages) that take in the best of rural and coastal Southland. Walking trails that link settlements could be
explored further as this would provide scope for investment in accommodation, food outlets and transport.
An example of this is Te Araroa s proposed track through Southland that links with a national walking trail
from the far north to the far south. The trail is currently under development and Te Araroa is working with local
authorities to see the project to fruition. The Southland section of the trail would link Mavora Lakes, the Takitimu
Ranges, Ohai, Otautau, Riverton, Invercargill and Bluff. A focus is on linking the walking experience with
heritage and culture.  For example the trail would follow the Round Hill water race - a historically important
site.
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Success factors include great farm-style accommodation and food, relatively short days with great views and
an awe factor , options for having packs carried, self-cater or serviced and willing, co-operative landowners
capable of marketing and promoting this type of product. The Catlins, Eastern and Northern Southland hold
good potential for this style of walking track development.

A Classic Mountain Bike Trail

Relatively easy mountain bike trails have appeal both to travellers interested in a moderate level of adventure
and residents.  Nearby centres of population are also required and the centres of Invercargill, Dunedin,
Queenstown, Wanaka, Te Anau and Christchurch could be targeted. A trail that links rural settlements and
towns would be preferable in terms of spreading benefits and creating opportunities for small business
development. This is worth investigating further.

Cycle Touring

The configuration of Southland s roads, network of rural settlements and its attractive rural and wilderness
landscapes is ideally suited to cycle touring. This is a new product area that could be explored with development
of cycle touring routes, maps, and other information.  It is a niche market and potential cycle packages may
appeal to segments within the UK, Nordic and USA markets.

Regular Heritage Tours (could be via 4WD to more remote locations)

Presentation of Southland s cultural heritage is one of its key selling points to emerge over the last few years.
Although much of this activity is centred in and around Gore and Eastern Southland there are a number of
exciting projects under the Story of Southland framework that will see new heritage centres and other attractions
established over the next few years. It is timely now to be working on the development of commission based
heritage tours that can add-value to these facilities, provide access to other heritage features, unlock interesting
stories and raise Southland s profile as a heritage destination.

Maori Tourism in Southland

There appears keen interest from Hokonui Runaka, Te Runaka o Awarua, Waihopai Runaka and Oraka-
Aparima Runaka to be involved in the tourism industry. This is encouraging given the cultural and spiritual
significance of Murihiku (Southland) to Maori.

Given this dimension for Southland s tourism is virtually at its beginning, there are many good opportunities
to explore its potential and learn from other successful Maori tourism examples elsewhere.

There are at least three main ways for Murihiku iwi to become involved in tourism:

¥ Develop and own Maori tourism activities/attractions, accommodation or other products,

¥ Invest in other tourism ventures,

¥ Seek employment in the tourism industry.

One or all three strategies could be adopted depending on what sort of involvement iwi wish to pursue.

Iwi involvement in Southland s tourism industry is also an important way of delivering on the goals of the New
Zealand Tourism Strategy 2010. Three important principles from the Strategy are explained here as they
relate equally to tourism in Southland:
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Kaitiakitanga (Whatu ngarongaro te tangata, toitu te whenua — Man will perish, but the land remains)

It is important to look after the natural resources and land for the collective benefit of mankind. The notion of
Kaitiakitanga relates to sustainable management of natural resources, including those currently in the Crown
estate and also built resources (pa sites and so on). It ensures the protection of our cultural practices in managing
cultural sites, flora, fauna and matauranga.

Manaakitanga (Nau te rourou, Naku te rourou ka ora te manuhiri — Your food basket and my food basket
will satisfy the visitors)

This concept is about the Maori belief in mutual respect between host and visitor. As tangata whenua it means
being an exceptional and natural host. Reciprocal standards of excellence are part of the Maori view of
reality.

Whanaungatanga (Ehara te toa he toa takitahi, engari he toa takitini — My strength is not that of an individual
but that of the multitudes)

This concept relates to tribal community development. In tourism, this means celebrating and fostering Maori
tribal difference and variation. Whanau and hapu are empowered to support tribal development.9

A number of initiatives are listed here as a starting point for iwi to consider in order to engage in the
tourism sector:

¥ Hold hui to review iwi, hapu and whanau aspirations and explore where tourism may or may not fit,

¥ Assess support agencies and what advice or other technical support is available,

¥ Consider a study tour to selected, successful examples of Maori tourism product in the South Island and
North Island and reflect on the lessons learned,

¥ Consider seeking employment of Maori in Southland s tourism industry to gain skills in areas iwi feel are
lacking. There is definitely scope for more Maori tour guides to be working in the local industry,

¥ Work collaboratively with industry groups, especially those providing guided tours, to provide accurate
information for the interpretation of Maori myths and legends. This would add-value to existing tour
commentaries and ensure that Maori mythology and cultural history is passed onto visitors correctly and
appropriately. Maori stories/interpretation should form an integral part in Story of Southland.

¥ Identify potential private and public sector funding partners for potential development projects.

There is very little Maori tourism product in the South Island and Murihiku iwi should not be put off by the
possibility that visitors to Southland would have seen it all before  in Rotorua. While this is still a possibility
and the pulling power of Rotorua should not be underestimated, there has been growth in South Island-only
holidays, facilitated by expansion at Christchurch International Airport. This trend may provide a level of
demand for Maori tourism products that tell the unique stories of Murihiku — stories that do not exist in the
North Island.
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Special Interest, Highly Informative Tours to see Wildlife and Coastal Environment Near Invercargill

Scenic tours in and around Invercargill have been operating for many years. During the consultation phase
the potential of Waituna Lagoon and other nearby scenic coastal areas to Invercargill were noted as having
potential for specialised nature tours. This is worth investigating further.

There is no debate that the south coast accessible from Invercargill is stunning in its remoteness, size and
exposure to weather — the latter feature should be turned into a positive. Although Invercargill does not
have a profile for nature or wildlife tours it could be added to an existing tour product or developed into a
specialised tour over time. The market for this type of product is small and access to it is often through organised
nature, wildlife or bird watching groups. These visitors are also found at the Catlins, on Stewart Island and
in Fiordland.

Sports Events to Capitalise on Stadium Southland, Invercargill’s New Indoor Velodrome, Splash
Palace and Teretonga Park (Motor Racing)

Sport tourism is an emerging area for Southland and some unique selling points could be developed further.
The Tour of Southland and the indoor velodrome is already attracting interest from overseas riders wanting
to train in New Zealand and further cycling events could be developed to leverage off this profile (for example,
a non-competitive weekend event such as The Big Coast). New Zealand s only Grand Prix is held in Southland
and is the region s single most important sporting event in economic terms, generating $1.5 million in
expenditure. Further promotional opportunities could be associated with this and Classic Car events. The
Southern Sting Netball Team has also shown to the rest of the country that Southland has sporting talent.
Good facilities are already in place with potential for Southland to carve out a niche for specific events, in
a similar way in which Wellington has captured the Rugby Sevens.

Incentive Activities that can be tied into Meetings and Conferences

Conferences and meetings are well established in Invercargill and becoming stronger in Te Anau. During
consultation this area was noted as having further potential in terms of add-on activities including golf, short
tours, specialised rural retreats, fly fishing and adventure packages including jet boat rides and historic aircraft
flights from Mandeville.

Product Development Objectives – Regional Level
Preparation of the strategy revealed a number of specific objectives that would add value to existing locations,
activities and services. These are listed here as a source of ideas and for future direction.

1.1 Encourage the Development of more Commission-Based Products in Southland

Investment should be encouraged in Invercargill/Bluff, Stewart Island, the Catlins and Eastern, Western and
Central/Northern Southland to expand existing or establish new tourism products that can satisfy both yield
and quality. As part of the process, operators need encouragement and advice on dealing with wholesalers,
inbound operators and other agents. While parts of Fiordland have strong commission based product, there
are still opportunities, particularly in and around Te Anau, to expand with half day, overnight and evening
activities. By linking quality tours and attractions with inbound operators and wholesalers based in New
Zealand s main centres, Australia and key long-haul markets, Southland will stand a much better chance of
growing the industry.

This objective will require commercial risk, investors will want sound research on which to base decisions
and business plans, technical advice in product development, tourism marketing and environmental effects
would also be needed.
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1.2 Facilitate Investment in New Products

Opportunities for investment in accommodation, walking trails, tours, all weather facilities and attractions,
Maori tourism, sports events and incentive travel have been outlined above and following in the product
development objectives for each sub-region. There is scope for new investment and a considerable amount
will be required for this strategy to come to fruition.

Southland is fortunate in having an agency (Venture Southland) that can facilitate development and this role
will make an important contribution to the success of this strategy. Examples of this work can include:

¥ Identifying opportunities,

¥ Providing research data on tourism in Southland,

¥ Assisting with tourism and business advice, feasibility studies and business plans,

¥ Providing key contacts for follow-up technical advice,

¥ Assisting with accessing development funds.

1.3 Assist in Developing Invercargill as a Regional Hub

Invercargill should be seen as the main hub for the region and transport linkages and products developed
to strengthen that role. The extended runway will reinforce this position. As a hub, Invercargill can benefit
by further developing:

¥ Accommodation catering for connecting flights and tours,

¥ A range of half day and full day excursions at the start or end of other tour itineraries,

¥ A great range of cafes and restaurants,

¥ An expanded Southland Museum and Art Gallery to showcase Southland as a region — this should be
a key visitor attraction for the City,

¥ Historic buildings and a CBD precinct that could cluster cafes, galleries and tourist shops that in-turn will
appeal to residents.

Invercargill has some of the best sporting, conference and shopping facilities for a city of its size in New
Zealand. This capacity is becoming more widely known by sports and conference organisers, offering a
realistic opportunity to carve out a bigger niche.

1.4 Manage the Southern Scenic Route as an Icon Touring Route Brand

The Southern Scenic Route is the key link between Southland s iconic and emerging natural attractions and
is growing in popularity. It has established a reputation in the domestic and international market and as well
as linking regional attractions, also links Invercargill to visitor flows, thereby strengthening its position as the
regional gateway. It is important to maintain consistent signs, brand images and information for the Route
and to work closely with those communities and agencies (e.g.Transit New Zealand, Tourism Dunedin, Clutha
District Council) associated with it. Other possible touring routes that link to the Southern Scenic Route could
be explored (e.g. Queenstown to Invercargill) but not at the expense of diluting or weakening the Southern
Scenic Route product.  Having said this, it is recognised that a number of other routes will evolve throughout
Southland as complementary heritage, special interest and other attractions are developed (as explained in
the following section).
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1.5 Encourage the Expansion of Southland’s Heritage Attractions

Three main strands of heritage development are taking hold in Southland and will benefit from ongoing and
targeted support from local and central government and other funding partners. This includes:

¥ The Story of Southland concept,

¥ The Southern Odyssey trail,

¥ Heritage Trails.

A Southland Regional Heritage Trust has been established along with a Regional Heritage Development Fund.
Administrative support services for the Trust are provided by the Invercargill City Council and professional
advisory services provided by the Directors from the museums in Invercargill and Gore.

Heritage attractions in Southland form an important part of the overall product mix. As new heritage products
continue to emerge, it is timely to start planning tour itineraries and explore further the marketing potential
for Southern heritage tours.

Many Heritage Trails exist in the region already and unless maintained by strong community support, there
is a risk of them being eclipsed by new and innovative concepts like the Southern Odyssey or projects like
the Riverton Heritage Centre or Croydon Aircraft Museum. The position of Heritage Trails in relation to the
visitor experience will need to be reviewed during development of the Story of Southland.

1.6 Further Develop Destination Events and Explore Growth in Conferences, Education and
Film Opportunities

Southland has developed successful events, some of which have a national profile. Key events such as the
Bluff Oyster and Southland Seafood Festival and Hokonui Fashion Design Awards should be supported by
local government, community and the industry provided they remain focused on achieving clearly stated
objectives. The Venture Southland Events Policy is helpful in defining priorities, consolidating existing successful
events and the roles that stakeholders should play. There appears potential to develop a regional must do
weekend, non-competitive outdoor event focused on Southland, Otago and Canterbury residents.

It is worth noting that at least $13.5 million of direct and indirect expenditure from 14 events has been
measured to date and that does not include all events that take place in Southland.10 This demonstrates to
funding partners and the community that events play an important role in the sector.

Sporting events, while often not thought of as tourism, help raise Southland s profile in the domestic market.
Invercargill is well positioned to grow this sector having an excellent stadium, a new indoor velodrome in
the making and a netball team (Southern Sting) with a strong national profile. Further opportunities could be
identified (e.g., for road cycling) to grow Southland s position as a major training ground for specific sports
events.

Conferences contribute importantly to Invercargill s tourism and hold good potential to be used in shoulder
and off-season months. There is generally good potential for growth in this area on the back of Southland s
strong economy and range of conference facilities.

The education market in the form of special interest tour groups (especially from the US and UK) is a relatively
small niche market but well suited to Southland s natural attractions. There is strong interest from some groups,
for instance, Elder Hostel and Smithonsian Institute in the work of the Department of Conservation and other
conservation organizations.

Films also offer an opportunity to profile the region in a manner that is more subtle than traditional advertising
and have the potential to reach a wide audience.
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Product Development Objectives – Sub-Regional Level
During the course of preparing the strategy it was clear that in addition to regional objectives for product
development, a lot of the action — in terms of adding value and particularly, attracting new investment — will
happen on the ground at the sub-regional level.

Outlined in the following section is a list of development themes and investment opportunities for each sub-
region. This has been drawn from the background research and consultation phases of the strategy and from
pre-existing ideas captured in Concept Plans, prepared over the last five to ten years for each Community
Board area.

Investment opportunities listed here hold future potential but detailed feasibility assessments or business plans
have not been undertaken at this point. While communities may feel very strongly about potential developments,
the test of market demand will always need to be factored into project planning and design.  In some instance,
market demand may not be sufficient to warrant development.

Any potential product development within Department of Conservation land would need to align with the
Department s planning documents. Particularly important for Southland are the Mainland Southland—West
Otago Conservation Management Strategy, Fiordland National Park Management Plan, Stewart Island—Rakiura
Conservation Management Strategy and the soon to be prepared Rakiura National Park Management Plan.

Invercargill

Themes and Images

¥ New Zealand s southern-most city,

¥ There s More in Store, City of Water and Light,

¥ Heritage buildings,

¥ Hub of Southland.

Opportunities

¥ Extension of Invercargill runway for direct flights from Australia and other New Zealand centres,

¥ An expanded Southland Museum and Art Gallery to become a Southland showcase and a major attraction
for the City,

¥ Stimulate Invercargill s pride in developing a heart to the city that is welcoming to residents and visitors
alike and continue the upgrade of historic buildings and precincts,

¥ New accommodation for the domestic and international leisure markets,

¥ Half day and full day activities such as wildlife tours to Waituna Lagoon, Catlins, south coast,
Western Southland,

¥ Evening and twilight activities,

¥ Grow the range of sports events and conferences,

¥ Leverage off The World s Fastest Indian and other filming opportunities,

¥ Additional quality camping areas close to inner city.
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Bluff

Themes and Images

¥ Where the Highway Begins ’

¥ Fishing and Southern Seafood,

¥ Gateway to Stewart Island

¥ Paua Shell House, Stirling Point, Bluff Hill Look Out, short walks

Opportunities

¥ More B&B, self-cater and possibly up-market  backpacker accommodation with private rooms,

¥ Town beautification,

¥ Redevelopment of Bluff Marina,

¥ Short scenic and historic walks,

¥ Grow the Bluff Oyster and Southland Seafood Festival,

¥ On-site interpretation of Bluff history,

¥ Quality caf /restaurant to cater for increasing visitors to Stewart Island.

Catlins

Themes and Images

¥ Native forest,

¥ Coastal and marine wildlife,

¥ Heritage — iwi, whaling, forestry,

¥ Scenic coastal and rural landscapes.

Opportunities

¥ Curio Bay Natural Heritage Centre (in early planning stages),

¥ Multi-day walks,

¥ Caf /restaurant services (although this may only be a seasonal business there appears good potential
between late October — mid April),

¥ Boutique, mid to upper range nature tourism lodges to cater for small group market, up-market
backpacker accommodation and more self-cater style for families,

¥ Assess best locations for visitor information centres.
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Stewart Island

Themes and Images

¥ Life on a southern island,

¥ Nature,

¥ Unique coastal environment,

¥ Remote, rugged wilderness.

Opportunities

¥ Centralised booking system and more market exposure to increase occupancy rates,

¥ Development of the Stewart Island i-Site, to have the ability to make commissionable bookings,

¥ Information and Heritage Centre,

¥ More indoor activities and attractions,

¥ Property investment for staff accommodation,

¥ Conference and incentive activities,

¥ Continue to raise standards of accommodation, tours and activities through membership of professional
bodies and or use of quality control systems such as Qualmark,

¥ Quality caf /restaurant services for day and overnight visitors, promoting Southern cuisine .

Fiordland

Themes and Images

¥ Southwest New Zealand World Heritage Area,

¥ Outstanding mountain scenery, lakes and fiords,

¥ Milford and Doubtful Sounds — best nature cruises in the world,

¥ Lake Manapouri, Lake Te Anau,

¥ Great Walks ( Walking Capital of the World ).

Opportunities

¥ New half day and overnight tour products based from Te Anau, (for instance boat-ride or boat-walk-
ride combinations, trekking, heli-hiking);

¥ More indoor activities and attractions,

¥ Short walks, mountain bike trails,

¥ Discover Fiordland,

¥ Property investment for staff accommodation,

¥ Joint promotion with Southland RTO of the Southern Scenic Route,

¥ Management of access to Milford Sound that encourages more visitors to stay in Te Anau,

¥ Conferences and incentive activities,

¥ Te Anau/Manapouri airport expansion for summer and shoulder seasons.
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Western Southland

Themes and Images

¥ Tuatapere Hump Ridge Track and historic viaducts,

¥ Extreme SouWest  (proposed new branding of area),

¥ Forest wilderness, scenic rivers, expansive coastlines,

¥ Riverton-Aparima  - arts, organics.

Opportunities

¥ Tuatapere — Treetop Walkway, Viaduct Replica, Southern Scenic Cycle Trail,

¥ Rakatu Wetlands and Redcliff Wetlands Reserve,

¥ Re-establishing and repositioning the Tuatapere Wild Challenge,

¥ Coastal wilderness lodge,

¥ Percy Burn viaduct restoration,

¥ Riverton flax mill,

¥ Otautau beautification,

¥ Establishing the Riverton Heritage and Tourist Centre and completion of planned beautification of Riverton s
main street,

¥ Increasing range of activities and use of the Borland Lodge,

¥ Explore development of a new adventure race event or non-competitive family oriented event in partnership
with adjacent communities in Western Southland.

Northern Southland

Themes and Images

¥ Northern Southland Naturally

¥ Green, rolling hills — rural Southland ,

¥ Tourist trail between Queenstown and Fiordland,

¥ Mountain backdrop.

Opportunities

¥ Farm based activity or attraction,

¥ Maintain quality roadside services — food, souvenirs, art and craft outlets,

¥ Gore to Lumsden pilot of Southern Odyssey,

¥ Nature heritage tours through Mavora Lakes.
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Eastern Southland

Themes and Images

¥ Hokonui Moonshine,

¥ Trout Fishing,

¥ Croydon Aircraft Company, Mandeville,

¥ Eclectic art and heritage,

¥ Southern Odyssey.

Opportunities

¥ Develop Southern Odyssey to help strengthen the cluster of heritage attractions in Southland — be a human
history equivalent to the Southern Scenic Route,

¥ Commission based heritage tours,

¥ Establishing the Croydon Aircraft Museum,

¥ Fishing lodge for Mataura River trout fishing,

¥ Consolidate successful destinational events — Hokonui Moonshiners  Festival, Hokonui Fashion Design
Awards, Country Music and avoid proliferation of mediocre events,

¥ More cafes and restaurants with longer opening hours.
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Develop a Regional Marketing Approach
Overview

Southland has achieved a 15% increase in guest nights since 1999, has established international group
travel into Fiordland and has between five to seven percent annual growth forecast for FIT travel into Southland
and Fiordland over the next five years. Destinations such as Fiordland, Stewart Island and the Catlins have
strong international appeal.

Recent trends suggest Southland has lost a greater share of the domestic holiday market than other nearby
regions. By contrast, international visitor arrivals have increased steadily with the Australian market showing
strongest growth. The decrease in the domestic market was noticeable between 1999-2003 and was felt
elsewhere in the country brought on in part by cheap trans-Tasman airfares, but for Southland, the effect
compounded because of its distance from key markets. Budget airfares may now play into Southland s hands
with a planned extension of the Invercargill runway and direct flights from Sydney and Brisbane.

Fluctuations in visitor arrivals are just part of the nature of tourism and can be caused by or associated with
a variety of factors. Any region will be at risk from the external forces of airfares, natural disasters, competition
from other regions and currency exchange rates.

For Southland, there are additional challenges to overcome when marketing the region as a great place to
visit.  These include:

¥ Distance (more of an issue for the domestic market),

¥ Perceptions of weather (a domestic issue only),

¥ A lack of awareness in domestic and international markets (including the travel trade in general) of
what Southland really has to offer.

As a holiday destination, Southland delivers well in terms of satisfaction but market trends suggest a lack of
awareness of what there is on offer, especially in the domestic market. The problem is a perception-reality
gap, an issue of effective communication and branding of Southland s holiday potential.

Marketing of Southland is carried out by two Regional Tourism Organisations — Venture Southland Tourism
and Destination Fiordland (jointly funded by the Fiordland Promotions Association and Venture Southland).
Venture Southland Tourism has a domestic campaign, special interest direct marketing campaigns, undertakes
visitor research, co-ordinates events and manages marketing alliances with Destination Fiordland and Tourism
Dunedin, and trade marketing in Australia and in the UK, Europe and USA. Destination Fiordland focuses
its efforts on offshore trade marketing through its alliance with Southern Lakes and selected marketing domestically
(for instance, attendance at the Christchurch A & P Show).

These activities are guided by a number of separate documents such as the Southland Domestic Marketing
Strategy, the Coastal Otago and Southland Marketing Alliance Draft Memorandum of Understanding, the
Fiordland Promotions Strategic Plan and Southland s Brand Development and Marketing Communications
Plan 2003/04.

The key players in Southland and Fiordland recognise that Southland as a region needs a higher profile if it
is to meet or exceed the forecast annual growth of around 6% in international visitors and 1.2% in domestic
visitors. A regional approach needs to factor in an effective working relationship with Queenstown (which
still drives much of the visitor flow through Te Anau, Milford and Doubtful Sounds) and the current imbalance
in export ready  products between Fiordland and the rest of Southland.  A positive relationship with Tourism
Catlins, especially as they embark on implementing the Catlins Tourism Strategy, is also required.
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Marketing Objectives

2.1 Develop a Regional Tourism Marketing Plan

A regional tourism marketing plan could entail:

¥ Developing campaigns for Southland and Fiordland on areas of mutual benefit,

¥ A realignment and strengthening of marketing collateral and brand images to reflect the entire region
and product possibilities,

¥ Collective marketing presence of Southland and Fiordland in Australia and in the domestic market,

¥ Greater industry involvement in decisions over regional marketing and the development of strong joint
venture marketing programmes to increase the funding for marketing activities,

¥ The iconic status and identity of Milford Sound and Fiordland in general needs to be retained and
cared for/acknowledged,

¥ Marketing alliances with Southern Lakes and Coastal Otago Southland would be retained and
strengthened for long haul marketing.

Perhaps the biggest advantage of such an approach is the potential to maximise and focus marketing resources
and in doing so, improve Southland s performance in its key markets.

Such a realignment of marketing approach is likely to require:

¥ Further industry consultation,

¥ Consultation between Venture Southland and Destination Fiordland to clarify roles, campaigns,
governance and funding regimes.

2.2 Maintain an Effective Programme of Tourism Trade Education with Key Wholesalers, 
Agents, Inbound Operators and i-Sites

A selection of New Zealand and Australian based wholesalers and agents were contacted during preparation
of this strategy to assess their perceptions and level of awareness of Southland. Perceptions of Southland as
a destination were very positive but were undermined by a general lack of awareness of what there is on
offer.  Although many Southland tourism operators,Destination Fiordland and Venture Southland work hard
at trade awareness (through hosting familiarisation visits, trade shows, road shows and product manuals),
there is an increasing need to maintain and increase that awareness with the travel trade. A strong regional
marketing approach and increased joint venture campaigns will be effective in this regard but other innovative
and cost effective means may have to be explored further.

2.3 Foster Effective Working Relationships Between Venture Southland and
Destination Fiordland

The benefits provided by the Regional Tourism Organisations are generic promotion and continuity.  Increasing
input along with financial contributions from the tourism sector and local areas most benefiting from the
promotions will be anticipated.

Maintaining the ability for local areas to operate autonomously where appropriate, along with the current
benefits of having two Regional Tourism Organisations in the region are recognised. Not withstanding this
the additional benefits of a co-operative approach must be targeted and the possible evolution to one Regional
Tourism Organisation considered where consensus is reached on the benefits.
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One way of fostering closer ties between the two Regional Tourism Organisations is through formation of a
regional Tourism Advisory Group. This is described in more detail under Goal Three but is shown here to
illustrate how the key relationships could work:

In the diagram above, the Tourism Advisory Group would not replace the role of Destination Fiordland, as
that already has a funding partnership with the Fiordland Promotions Association. Rather, it would be expected
that Destination Fiordland would be represented on the Tourism Advisory Group.

2.4 Maintain and Expand Current Visitor Research

Southland is one of the few regions in the country with a structured programme for undertaking visitor research.
This provides the basic building blocks of information required for informed decision making about tourism.
The structure of the Tourism Research Strategy used by Venture Southland includes investigation into five
key areas:

¥ Visitor Profiles (demographics, travel patterns, information sources, expenditure),

¥ Audit of Tourism Product and Infrastructure,

¥ Domestic Market Research (satisfaction, places visited, activities undertaken, purpose of travel,
perceptions of Southland compared with other regions),

¥ Host Communities (perceptions of tourism, economic impact, Southlanders  travel within the region,
tourism impact on communities) and,

¥ Visitor Information (co-ordination of research carried out by Southland Visitor Information Centres).

Results from the Visitor Profile research, undertaken in four stages between 2003-2004 have provided some
useful baseline statistics on domestic and international visitors to Southland and Fiordland.

The Department of Conservation also undertakes research into and monitoring of recreation and tourism in
national parks and other conservation areas. This includes monitoring levels of visitor use of tracks, huts
and visitor sites and investigating the effects of recreation and tourism activities on other park visitors (for
instance, guided walking, scenic flights). Tourism related research is usually carried out in partnership with
the relevant tourism operators.  As such, the Department holds an important source of information on recreation
and tourism in Southland. The Department s information should be included within Venture Southland s visitor
research programme.

In general, Southland is like most other regions in the country, in that practical and robust information on the
number of visitors at each location and the movement or flow of visitors around the region is poorly understood.
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This type of information is important for potential investors. It is also very helpful in planning and managing
infrastructure and assessing demand for further products and services by local authorities.

Research results should be shared with the industry and Councils and discussed at regular forums.

Results from the five research topics within the Tourism Research Strategy for Southland along with research
from the Department of Conservation and the Tourism Research Council of New Zealand could, in time, be
integrated to form a Southland Tourism Monitor , a trusted and useful source of baseline information on tourism
in Southland and Fiordland accessible to industry, community and local government.

2.5 Improve Southland’s Performance in the Domestic Market

Regaining growth in the domestic market is a challenge for Southland and many other regions in the country.
The key regions to focus on are Otago, Canterbury, the rest of the South Island followed by Wellington and
Auckland.  Industry joint ventures, including airlines, will be required along with smart, aggressive campaigns.
Advertising costs may be an issue. A small but influential tourism advisory group of key stakeholders could
undertake joint planning, campaign design and share costs where appropriate.

Part of the process may also involve an acknowledgement that the current brand positioning (Southland
Spirit of a Nation), while effective for developing community pride, may not be compelling enough to the
domestic leisure travel market or the international markets. This is mere speculation at this stage and needs
further research and possibly advice before any decision not to use it for tourism is made. Recognition should
also be made of the popular perceptions that Southland weather is bleak and cold. Turning this perception
into a positive is needed but without fooling  visitors that Southland offers warm weather and long sunshine
hours. Indeed, the wild nature of Southern weather is part of what makes Southland such an outstanding
natural destination.

Any new position should be focused entirely on the needs and aspirations of the target market. The Southland,
It s Time campaign and public awareness programme (that uses the notion of time as a key selling point) may
provide an appropriate platform to build a stronger profile of Southland in its key markets. As may the My
Place Southland campaign that targets the visiting friends and relatives market. This process would benefit
from industry involvement and sound research into visitor perceptions of Southland.

2.6 Develop Further Joint Ventures with The Industry

Marketing partnerships exist on the premise that more can be achieved collaboratively than by working
individually. This principle can be applied at different levels in the region s industry, from operators joining
together to form clusters and marketing a packaged product together, to industry promotion associations
working closely with a Regional Tourism Organisation, as is the case in Fiordland.

At the regional level, two marketing alliances exist between Venture Southland, Tourism Waitaki, Clutha District
Council and Tourism Dunedin for the Dunedin, Coastal Otago Southland area and between Destination
Fiordland, Central Otago Tourism and Destination Queenstown for the Southern Lakes area. These alliances
are focused mainly on long haul international markets.

Partnerships with adjoining regions make sense in two main ways. First, international visitors tend to see
the South Island and perhaps the lower half of the South Island as one region anyway and are not motivated
by or even aware of the subtle political boundaries that separate one district from another. Second,
overseas marketing is expensive and unless marketing efforts are carefully designed and directed, it is potentially
wasted effort.
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At the moment, Southland has a mature destination in Te Anau/Fiordland with an industry partnership capable
of making direct financial contributions to domestic and international marketing campaigns. The same cannot
be said for the rest of Southland, where there are very few medium or large tourism operators capable of
entering into joint venture marketing partnerships with Venture Southland.

Increasing industry joint venture marketing in the Southland area is seen as a strategic move that could benefit
a wide cross section of the industry, but it will take time for Southland s industry to grow to a position where
it can do this. It may require the industry leaders to at least make a start. With a structured joint venture
programme (showing various options based on the level of financial contribution and the benefits for each)
it is likely that others in the industry will follow.
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Provide Sustainable Management of Southland’s Tourism Destinations
Through Strong Stakeholder Relationships
Overview

Southland has a good reputation for building partnerships between local government, community and industry
sector groups. Collaboration between public and private sector stakeholders is key to regional tourism
development and regions such as Northland have shown this to be true.

Management of the tourism sector has matured in New Zealand over the last decade from an approach
that was largely marketing-driven to one that is focused on the management of destinations and
sustainability. Marketing is still an important part of the mix and remains a primary focus of Regional
Tourism Organisations (RTOs).

Relationships between those that market a destination (RTOs and industry) and those that plan, fund and
manage a destination (councils and Department of Conservation) need to be closely aligned. Generally, these
relationships are improving around the country.

A tourism goal for Southland should be to manage the region as a destination or cluster of destinations.  This
will involve planning and infrastructure, marketing, management of adverse effects, maintaining community
relationships and building awareness of tourism and product development.

This type of approach is outlined in Post Cards From Home — The Local Government Tourism Strategy and
is becoming accepted as good practice within New Zealand. The third goal states local government should:

Take a lead role in destination management by forming partnerships with key stakeholders.

Putting the structures in place is a necessary first step and a regional multi-stakeholder steering/working or
advisory group is inevitable as tourism cuts across a range of sectors and interests.

The key to successful destination management is noted as:

¥ Strong leadership,

¥ A shared vision,

¥ Clear roles and responsibilities,

¥ A practical realistic approach,

¥ An ability to compromise.

Objectives

3.1 Establish a Tourism Advisory Group for Southland

Research carried out for the strategy suggested there was a good opportunity to strengthen the decision making
process for destination management, tourism marketing, and local government co-ordination for Southland
and Fiordland.

During the consultation phase it was agreed in principle that the current Strategy Working Group could
expand its role to become a Tourism Advisory Group for Southland. This was suggested in order to increase
industry input into addressing issues and develop joint venture funding initiatives.

I GOAL 3: DESTINATION MANAGEMENT
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A Tourism Advisory Group will provide a forum to address the key areas of:

¥ Marketing and joint ventures,

¥ Product development,

¥ Destination management,

¥ Strategy implementation and monitoring.

It is suggested that a Tourism Advisory Group (TAG) be established from the current Strategy Working Group
with members appointed from each of Southland District Council, Department of Conservation, Environment
Southland, Gore District Council, Invercargill City Council and Venture Southland.

Other members could be invited from the industry and promotions groups to provide a geographic spread
and competency in:

¥ Major accommodation

¥ Major activity/attraction

¥ Small tourism operators

¥ Iwi, culture and heritage

¥ Promotions Groups representatives

¥ i-Sites

Additional representation may be co-opted from time to time.  A national representative from Tourism New
Zealand, the Ministry of Tourism, the Tourism Industry Association of New Zealand or Qualmark could be
considered on an ex-officio basis from time to time in order to maintain close ties with national level networks
and initiatives.

The TAG would meet quarterly in the first one to two years and then at least six monthly after that in order
to keep a concerted focus on implementation of the strategy.

Project groups could be formed to address specific issues and co-ordinate each of the four key areas of focus
outlined above.

The TAG is an advisory group and like others in New Zealand, does not have a mandate to make decisions
on the budgets of any of its members.  It should however, make appropriate recommendations to influence
budgets, activities and plans of the various agencies or organisations.

The expected outcomes of the TAG are:

¥ Increased joint venture marketing activity,

¥ Systematic implementation of the strategy,

¥ Stronger profile of Southland in the New Zealand tourism industry,

¥ Sustainable management of Southland as a destination.

The main risks involved are that the TAG does not gain the commitment it requires, is not taken seriously or
is seen as yet another committee  or factions develop within it.  Strong leadership and a shared vision can
help to avoid these risks.  A visit by Tourism Strategy Working Group representatives to a region such as
Northland may also be appropriate to see the benefits of a TAG first hand.
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3.2 Support Growth of Industry Capability

Through co-operative efforts of local government, support agencies such as Venture Southland and local
financial institutions, the industry can grow. This has been proven in other regions in New Zealand (for
example, Northland) and in other countries.

A supportive and co-operative approach is also vitally important in order to deliver on the promises outlined
in the vision, that is, premier nature and  experiences coupled with open and genuine hospitality and
exceptional service.

Service standards can be taught and reinforced through industry codes, best practice and training programmes
and this is where the Southern Institute of Technology plays a key role. However, the open and genuine nature
of Southland hospitality is something that Southlanders are to some extent, born with , and this is
a unique strategic advantage to the region. This needs to be recognised and fostered across the industry and
communities.

Actions to support growth of the industry include, but are not limited to:

¥ Regular industry forums (every quarter, six or twelve month intervals depending on the local situation),

¥ Informal networking of operators around the region,

¥ Sharing visitor research,

¥ Training seminars,

¥ Assistance with preparation of business and marketing plans,

¥ Provision of practical, tourism business advice,

¥ Encouragement and incentives for joining professional industry associations and quality assurance schemes
such as Qualmark,

¥ Encourage regular familiarisation visits around the region to foster cross-selling of each other s products,
where practical,

¥ Encourage tourism operators to expand their businesses to become export ready and prepared to interact
with the travel trade.

A mixture of centrally or locally funded and operator funded approaches will be required. Potential funding
sources include New Zealand Trade and Enterprise, Ministry of Economic Development and Venture Southland.

3.3 Encourage Tourism Businesses to Incorporate Environmentally Sustainable Practices

The Vision outlined by this strategy commits Southland to deliver on the promise of sustainability. The consultation
process indicated a strong political and community desire to achieve sustainability and there are a number
of ways to achieve this, including:

¥ Development of a sustainable industry charter or industry code for Southland,

¥ Participation in the Environmentally Sustainable Tourism project, funded by the New Zealand Tourism
Strategy Fund  (managed by the Ministry for the Environment), or international schemes such as Green
Globe 21,

¥ Visits to places such as Kaikoura to examine how a sustainable approach to tourism development can
be incorporated into business practices and local government planning,

¥ Development of incentives or local awards that recognise sustainable business practices.

Southland has already made good progress in this area with a risk-management user-pays approach to
manage large cruise boats that visit Milford Sound and other sensitive coastal areas in the region.
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Sustainable tourism development is not just a regulatory requirement, it is also demanded by the markets that
Southland is targeting. In this sense, the opportunities to showcase sustainable tourism ventures can be explored
to Southland s advantage.

3.4 Maintain a Positive Relationship with the Department of Conservation

Areas managed by the Department of Conservation play a huge role in Southland s tourism industry. The
Department s involvement in tourism includes regulating, planning, site management, provision of facilities
and information, compliance and assistance with emergencies. It is a key agency for assisting with the
protection of the values put forward by this strategy. Practical ways in which the Department can be engaged
in the implementation of this strategy include:

¥ Representation on the Tourism Advisory Group,

¥ Joint provider with Venture Southland of information for the proposed Southland Tourism Monitor (key
data on visitors to Southland),

¥ Representation at appropriate industry forums to help raise awareness of tourism opportunities,
operating standards and impact issues,

¥ Involvement, where appropriate, in local industry training programmes (for instance, making sure
information that tour operators provide on natural history is correct),

¥ Active participation with the industry and local communities during the formulation of national park
management plans,

¥ Setting appropriate conditions with tourism concessions and other related licenses or permits that
reflect the values of this strategy.

3.5 Maintain an Active Role of Local Government in the Tourism Sector

The New Zealand Tourism Strategy 2010 and Post Cards From Home — The Local Government Tourism
Strategy provide the reasons and direction for local government to play an active role in the tourism sector.
Southland local authorities already play an active role and this is acknowledged by this strategy.

It is important that Southland District Council, Invercargill City Council, Gore District Council and Environment
Southland continue to play a lead role through resource management, planning, regulation, compliance,
community participation, infrastructure and funding.

Over the next decade, it is expected that funding tourist related infrastructure will continue to be an issue for
communities with a small rating base. Mechanisms such as targeted rates, levies, development contributions,
uniform annual charges, public—private joint ventures will no doubt need to be used extensively, in addition
to central government grants and subsidies, to establish and maintain an appropriate standard of facilities.

3.6 Facilitate Community Awareness of Tourism

Communities make up one of the four pivotal elements to the tourism sector, along with the industry, attractions
and visitors. Local residents are often unknowingly part of Southland s tourism product. A sustainable industry
can only be established if the community participates, directly or indirectly, in the management and delivery
of tourism products, services and infrastructure.

Effective communication with the Southland community should be undertaken (through Council newsletters,
public meetings where needed, tourism workshops, newspaper editorials and so on) to raise awareness of
the costs and benefits of tourism. The perception from some quarters that tourism does not pay its way  should
be addressed with factual information, relevant case studies and expert advice to help in making decisions,
especially in relation to Long Term Council Community Plans and District Plans.

A community that is aware of the potentials and pitfalls of tourism will be in a better position to make decisions
over their level of involvement and how adverse effects from tourism should be managed.
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3.7 Continue to Support the Role of Local Promotions Groups

Local promotions groups play a key role in marketing and promoting Southland s sub-regional areas. Promotions
groups are normally funded from membership fees and occasional small grants from local government or other
funding agencies. With small budgets these groups are able to produce visitor guide booklets for areas such
as Stewart Island and the Catlins and play an active role in the development of Concept Plans, beautification
projects and overall management of destinations. Venture Southland works with promotions associations and
it is appropriate that there is representation from these groups on the proposed Tourism Advisory Group.

3.8 Give Priority to Concept Development Plans/Forums to Help Guide Product Development
at the Local Level

Concept Development Plans have been prepared for Southland s sub-regions to guide community development
programmes, including tourism facilities and services. These are based on consultation, professional input
and creative ideas for enhancing amenities, tourist attractions, events and local infrastructure such as toilets,
picnic areas and so on.  This strategy recognises that the Concept Development Plans provide local input to
the tourism sector and are an important way for communities to have their say.  Key ideas from the Plans are
integrated into this strategy as Key Area Directions.  While general rates are the primary source of funding
for infrastructure used by residents and visitors, external grants and other mechanisms should also be pursued.

3.9 Support the Maximisation of the Visitor Experience for Milford Sound

As one of New Zealand s natural icons, Milford Sound has reached a point of needing an integrated
management framework to address tourism and conservation goals. Over the last two years, an integrated
planning approach has been driven by Environment Southland, Southland District Council and the Department
of Conservation, in association with the Milford Development Authority and other members of the Fiordland
tourism industry. The main objective is to provide a framework for sustainable management of Milford Sound.
The process has been steered by a mayoral forum.

The process has made headway although has slowed somewhat due to the submission process for the Draft
Fiordland National Park Management Plan and associated policies proposed for management of aircraft and
other commercial activities.

Options for access to Milford Sound have also, over the years, raised uncertainty over it and Te Anau s future.
Some recent alternative transport systems include:

¥ West Coast — Hollyford Road,

¥ Glenorchy to Milford Sound light rail tunnel,

¥ Gondola through the Caples — Greenstone Valleys to meet the Milford Road,

¥ A new road through the Greenstone Valley to connect with the Milford Road,

¥ A monorail connecting Queenstown to the Milford Road via the Von Valley and Te Anau Downs Station,

¥ A pay and ride shuttle system between Te Anau and Milford Sound.

The pros and cons of each proposal are a cause of constant debate. Venture Southland is facilitating the
preparation of an Integrated Transport Study, which will include an evaluation of the above options plus any
others put forward.

A point that is held strongly by the Te Anau community and the industry associated with Milford Sound is that
the drive to Milford is a world-class experience in itself and this should be protected and integrated into the
overall management regime.

While the management of Milford Sound is beyond the scope of this strategy, it is in the regional and national
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interest that a sustainable framework for its management is established in the immediate future. The Tourism
Advisory Group would be concerned or possibly opposed to any development that undermines or threatens
the core values found at Milford Sound or in the journey to it. The same position would likely apply to potential
developments at Stewart Island or the Catlins. Milford Sound has the potential to act as a leading example
of destination management and the lessons learned could be adapted and applied to ensure sustainable
destination management in places such as the Catlins and Stewart Island.

3.10 Assess Regional Infrastructure such as Adequacy of Toilets, Signs, Picnic Areas on Major
Touring Routes and at Key Attractions

In general, Southland s tourism-related infrastructure is very good, although two key areas are in need of road
and sewerage system/public toilet improvements — Stewart Island and the Catlins (most of the Catlins are
situated in Otago). The Stewart Island sewerage scheme is underway but there are growing concerns over
the ability to fund a new scheme at Curio Bay. A differential rating regime or industry based user pays scheme
could be investigated. Curio Bay is one of the key areas in the Catlins and in the long term will need an
adequate sewerage system if it is to realise the benefits and manage the growth in tourism.

The current standards of toilets, (for instance, at Mid-Dome, Gore and in the Catlins), their strategic location
and funding could be assessed to see if these are adequate to cope with projected demand. Joint ventures
between Councils and garages or other operators can reduce costs to ratepayers and provide facilities in
the right locations. Funding options from central government should always be explored.

Similarly, tourist signs (for instance on the Southern Scenic Route), picnic areas, shelters and roadside information
could be assessed — particularly as Southland is such a good destination for independent travel — as to ensure
that these basic amenities are in place. Facilities such as these benefit Southlanders who travel within the
region as well as visitors.

3.11 Liaise with i-sites and Assist in Facilitating Improvements with Members of the Visitor 
Information Southland Network

Visitor information centres are often thought of as a means of marketing a destination through the distribution
of brochures and other material to other information centres and prospective visitors in the country.

While that is one of the functions, information centres perform many others, most of which involve managing
the information needs of visitors once they have arrived and residents making bookings to travel outside the
region. Visitor information centres provide an important service that can influence visitor behaviour by identifying
codes of conduct, no go  areas, potential risks, and impacts that need to be minimised or avoided (for
example, getting too close to wildlife). In this sense, visitor information centres are a means to managing a
destination.

Southland is generally well served by i-Sites and has a generous supply of Visitor Information Centres throughout
the region. An i-SITE capable of making commissionable bookings is needed on Stewart Island and unless
funding assistance from other sources can be secured, a local government and industry partnership will be
the remaining option to get it up and running. This should be seen as a priority for the region.

The Visitor Information Southland network can play an important role in monitoring standards of service of
the many other centres in the region. This may in itself legitimise the retention of Visitor Centres although some
will find it difficult to attract funding and or experienced volunteers to manage them. This situation should be
reviewed in the next one to two years.
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3.12 Maintain the Venture Southland Integrated Approach

Tourism is an important sector of the economy and in Southland growth relies heavily on the development of
small enterprise and local attractions. To achieve this effectively, enterprise development advice, accessing
funding and maintaining close links with the many local promotions group is essential.

The integration of tourism promotions and events with enterprise and community development within Venture
Southland offers significant benefits in developing the tourism sector and related attractions, infrastructure and
services.

The ability to combine resources and imagery in joint promotions to attract visitors, residents, and new business
offers additional benefits, for instance, the My Place Southland  campaign.

Close contact through community development planners with the community and preparation of Concept
Development Plans allows infrastructure issues as well as product development opportunities to be identified
and addressed.

The trend towards combining Regional Tourism Organisations and Economic Development Agencies has
increased markedly in the last twelve months. As yet Venture Southland is still the only agency to incorporate
the benefits of community development with the activities of a Regional Tourism Organisation.

3.13 Encourage the Industry to Provide Staff Accommodation and Seek Property Development
to Fulfil this Need

The need for tourism industry staff accommodation is an issue felt in a number of key sites around the country
including Aoraki/Mount Cook, Stewart Island, Te Anau and Queenstown. Significant increases in property
values over the last decade have led to an under-supply of staff accommodation. This is an issue that sits firmly
with the industry and needs to be factored into any business related to tourism, especially where personnel
are recruited from outside the usually resident population. This strategy takes the position that the property
development market will respond to this issue over time.
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I IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

Goal 1: Product Development

Objectives (Regional Level): Lead Agency or Others Suggested Timing
Organisation

1.1 Encourage Development of VS, TAG Industry in general Ongoing
More Commission Based Product
in Southland

1.2 Facilitate Investment in VS, TAG Investors, Central Ongoing
New Products Government

1.3 Assist in Developing ICC VS, Industry, Invercargill 2006 - 2015
Invercargill as a Regional Hub Airport Company

1.4 Manage the Southern Scenic VS, TD, CDC, DF TNZ, SDC, ICC, CDC Ongoing
Route as an Icon Touring Route Brand

1.5 Encourage Expansion of SHT GDC, ICC, SDC, VS,TAG, 2005 - 2008
Southland s Heritage Attractions Local heritage groups, Iwi

1.6 Further Develop Destination Events VS Event Organisers 2006 - 2008

The following implementation schedule is subject to further discussion between the agencies and organisations
involved before it can be finalised.  The Key to agencies or organisations included in the tables below is:

CDC Clutha District Council
DF Destination Fiordland 
DQ Destination Queenstown
DOC Department of Conservation
ES Environment Southland
FPA Fiordland Promotions Association
GDC Gore District Council
ICC Invercargill City Council
ILT Invercargill Licensing Trust
MDA Milford Development Authority
MED Ministry of Economic Development
NZTE New Zealand Trade and Enterprise
RTO Regional Tourism Organisation
SDC Southland District Council
SHT Southland Heritage Trust
TAG Tourism Advisory Group
TCO Tourism Central Otago
TD Tourism Dunedin
TNZ Transit New Zealand
VS Venture Southland
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Goal 2: Marketing

Objectives: Lead Agency or Others Suggested Timing
Organisation

2.1 Develop a Regional Tourism VS, TAG, DF FPA, Industry, TD, TCO, 2005 — 2006
Marketing Plan DQ, Promotions Groups

2.2 Maintain an Effective Programme VS, TAG, DF Industry Ongoing
of Tourism Trade Education with Key
Wholesalers, Agents, Inbound
Operators and i-Sites

2.3 Foster Effective Relationships VS, DF, TAG FPA, TD, DQ, TCO Ongoing
Between the RTOs

2.4 Maintain and Expand Current VS, DOC DF, Central Government 2005 — 2007
Visitor Research

2.5 Improve Southland s Performance VS, TAG DF, FPA, Promotions Groups 2005 — 2008
in the Domestic Market

2.6 Develop Further Joint Venture VS, TAG DF, FPA, Promotions Groups, 2005 — 2006
Funding with the Industry Industry
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Goal 3: Destination Management

Objectives: Lead Agency or Others Suggested Timing
Organisation

3.1 Establish a Southland Regional VS All 2005
Tourism Advisory Group

3.2 Support Growth of VS ES, SDC, DF, FPA, GDC, Ongoing
Industry Capability Industry, VS, ICC, Central

Government

3.3 Encourage Tourism Businesses VS, TAG ES, SDC, ICC, GDC, DOC, Ongoing
to Incorporate Environmentally Ministry of Tourism
Sustainable Practices

3.4 Maintain a Positive Relationship VS, TAG, DOC All Ongoing
with the Department of Conservation

3.5 Maintain an Active Role of Local VS ICC, SDC, GDC, ES Ongoing
Government in the Tourism Sector

3.6 Facilitate Community Awareness VS SDC, ICC, ES, GDC Ongoing
of Tourism

3.7 Support the Role of Local VS ICC, SDC, GDC, DF, FPA Ongoing
Promotions Groups

3.8 Give Priority to Concept VS SDC, GDC Ongoing
Development Plans/forums

3.9 Support the Maximisation of the ES, SDC, DOC MDA, Industry, Ongoing
Visitor Experience for Milford Sound

3.10 Assess Regional Infrastructure such SDC GDC, ICC, VS, CDC, Stewart Island
as Toilets, Signs, Picnic Areas, Roads Tourism Catlins, Community 2005/06

Boards, Promotions Groups, Others — Ongoing
Central Government

3.11 Liaise with i-Sites and Assist with VS SDC, ICC, GDC, Ongoing
Improvements to Visitor Information Promotions Groups
Southland Members

3.12 Maintain the Venture Southland VS ICC, SDC, GDC Ongoing
Integrated Approach

3.13 Encourage the Industry to Provide Industry Property Developers Ongoing
Staff Accommodation
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Overview

Implementation of the Southland Tourism Strategy is planned up until 2015.  Monitoring of its implementation
will allow stakeholders to assess progress and make any adjustments.  A formal mid-term review by 2010
is suggested to determine if significant adjustments to the strategic directions, and levels of input are needed.

Objectives

5.1 Establish a Monitoring Framework
A monitoring framework should be established for systematic monitoring and reporting of progress.  This will
require the key stakeholder group responsible for implementation of the strategy (the proposed Tourism Advisory
Group) to decide or be advised on the key indicators to monitor.  It should be noted that growth in tourism
over the next decade should not be attributed solely to this strategy, as a range of other factors, such as
entrepreneurial activity, will have an effect.

It is important to monitor results at the Goal level to answer the question, Are we achieving the outcomes
we want to?  and at the Objective level, to answer the question, Are we doing the things we said we
would?  As a starting point, the monitoring framework should include:

Goals and Objectives Key Indicators Verification

Goal 1: • Number and type of products – • Product Audit
Enhance the range of     expanded or new since start of • Product Manual
tourism products     strategy implementation

Objectives:

1.1 Encourage the development of • Number of commission based • Tourism operator database held
more commission based products     products since start of strategy     by VS
      implementation (July 2005) • Product Manual

1.2 Facilitate investment in • Number of expanded or new • Venture Southland Activity Reports
new products     products assisted by Venture • Business plans

    Southland or other agencies • Feedback from industry
• Annual reports from financial 
    institutions

1.3 Support the development of • Number of new • Commercial Accommodation
Invercargill as a regional hub    accommodation units     Monitor and industry reports

• Number and type of expanded or • ICC Annual Reports
    new visitor attractions and services • Airport Annual Report
    since start of strategy

1.4 Manage Southern Scenic Route • Growth in visitor numbers • Visitor research
as an icon touring route brand • Growth in new business based • Product audit

    on SSR • Industry feedback
• Trade awareness • Content of wholesaler and

    FIT product manuals and
    guide books

I MONITORING AND EVALUATION
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1.5 Encourage the expansion of • Number of new heritage attractions • Product audit
heritage attractions     since start of strategy • Content of brochures,

• New heritage tours     product manuals, guidebooks

1.6 Further develop destination • Number of new events • Event reports
events and explore the growth in • Financial returns • Event Economic Impact Evaluation
conferences and film opportunities • Number of participants • Record of patronage

• Community, sponsor and
    industry feedback

Goals and Objectives Key Indicators Verification

Goal 2: •A regional marketing plan •Production of plan
Develop a regional •Number and type of •Campaign reviews
marketing approach    regional campaigns •Joint venture reports

•Levels of joint venture initiatives •Written response from
   and funding    wholesalers
•Trade response •Feedback from local industry

Objectives:

2.1 Develop a regional tourism • Production of plan • Launch of the plan
marketing plan • New regional marketing • Campaigns launched

    campaigns for domestic and • Market response to campaigns
    international markets     assessed via visitor arrivals,

    trade reaction and sales

2.2 Maintain an effective • Increase in bookings through • Booking records held
programme of tourism trade     travel trade     by operators
education with key wholesalers, • Increase in the number of trade • Feedback from travel trade
agents, inbound operators and i-Sites     education activities • Venture Southland Activity Reports

• i-Site reports and informal
    feedback from front-line staff of
    key i-Sites outside of Southland

2.3 Foster effective relationships • Number and type of joint • Venture Southland Activity Reports
between RTOs    campaigns or projects • Content analysis of brochures,

• Marketing collateral     posters, promotion campaigns

2.4 Expand visitor research • Availability and coverage of data • Venture Southland Activity Reports
    from start of strategy • Research reports
• Use of data by industry • Feedback from industry

2.5 Improve performance in • Growth or decline in domestic • Domestic Travel Survey
domestic market     arrivals, expenditure and nights • Commercial Accommodation 

    Monitor
• Local visitor research

2.6 Develop further joint ventures • Number and scale of joint venture • RTO reports showing core
    programmes from start of strategy     budget and amount of joint
• Growth or decline in size of RTO     venture assistance
    marketing budgets
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I MONITORING AND EVALUATION  [ Continued ]

Goals and Objectives Key Indicators Verification

Goal 3: Destination Management • Number and type of adverse • Technical reports
and Stakeholder Relationships    effects since start of strategy • Annual reports from agencies

• Change to information services • Newspaper articles
• Number and type of joint • Formal management
   management approaches    agreements
   being used • Community Board reports
• Integrated management of
   Milford Sound, Stewart Island
   and the Catlins

Objectives:

3.1 Establish a TAG for Southland • TAG established • Terms of Reference
• Meeting notes

3.2 Support growth in • Growth in turnover and employment • Industry survey
industry capability

3.3 Encourage tourism businesses • Number of businesses participating • Industry reports
to incorporate environmentally     in recognised sustainable tourism • Record of awards
sustainable practices     industry schemes • Venture Southland reports

• Number of sustainable • Technical environmental reports
    tourism awards     from Environment Southland

3.4 Maintain a positive relationship • Commitment to TAG meetings • Record of key decisions or
with the Department of Conservation     and TAG activities     projects with DOC involvement

• Strategy implementation projects • Plan submissions
    with DOC involvement • Community and

    industry feedback

3.5 Maintain active role of local • Standard and range of • LTCCPs
government in tourism sector     visitor facilities • District Plan policies, rules,

• Involvement in planning     zones etc
• Commitment to TAG • Annual reports

• Community and
    industry feedback

3.6 Facilitate community awareness • Number of tourism awareness • Venture Southland Activity reports
of tourism     activities undertaken • LTCCPs that refer to tourism

• Level of community engagement     in either a positive or
    in tourism sector issues and     negative manner
    opportunities • Feedback from

    Community Boards

3.7 Support the role of local • Number of joint venture projects • Promotions groups reports
promotions groups • Range of projects undertaken • Informal industry feedback

• Venture Southland Activity Reports
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3.8 Give priority to Concept ¥ Number of current and ¥ Community Board feedback
Development Plans/Forums     updated plans ¥ Annual reports from Venture

¥ Number of plans partially or     Southland & SDC
    fully implemented

3.9 Support the maximisation of the ¥ Consensus between stakeholders ¥ Fiordland National Park
visitor experience for Milford Sound ¥ Composition of governance groups     Management Plan approved

¥ Formal governance agreements

3.10 Assess regional infrastructure ¥ Road standards ¥ Completed road contracts
such as adequacy of toilets, signs, ¥ Sewerage system standard ¥ Completed sewerage system
picnic areas on major touring routes ¥ Presence of other facilities ¥ Community Board feedback
and key attractions

3.11 Liaise with i-Sites and assist ¥ Annual expenditure ¥ Venture Southland Activity reports
in facilitating improvements with ¥ Annual revenue ¥ District Council annual reports
members of the Visitor Information ¥ Number of i-Sites and VIS network ¥ Financial records
Southland network

3.12 Maintain Venture ¥ Facilitation of TAG ¥ TAG meeting notes
Southland approach ¥ Business advice delivered ¥ Annual reports from VS

¥ New investors attracted since ¥ Community and industry feedback
    start of strategy

3.13 Encourage the industry to ¥ Number of new staff accommodation ¥ Rating database
provide staff accommodation   properties increase from previous year ¥ Industry feedback

Please note:
¥ Achievement of Goals may not be apparent until Year 3 or 4.
¥ Achievement of Objectives will be more immediate and obvious.

It is suggested at this stage that Venture Southland be responsible for managing the collection of data and reporting
against the monitoring framework, on behalf of and with support from the Tourism Advisory Group.

5.2 Undertake a Mid-Term Review of Implementation
It is suggested that the key stakeholders agree to a formal mid-term review by 2010.
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Appendix 1: Vision to 2015
Over the next ten years Southland will strengthen its position as a sustainable tourism destination. There will
be growth in the industry, managed in a sustainable way by stakeholders with a shared vision based on the
principles of Manaakitanga and Kaitiakitanga. Overall, Southland will develop a greater appreciation of
the role tourism can play in the creation of jobs and in attracting families to stay or come and live in the
region.  In the minds of visitors, Southland s image will be more than farming. A new image will take hold
and Southlanders, their characters and hospitality, will be a central part of it. In the process, the tourism
industry has become more cohesive. Professional standards would have advanced making it difficult for sub-
standard operators to remain in the industry.

Icons like Fiordland (including Milford and Doubtful Sounds, Lakes Te Anau and Manapouri, Fiordland
National Park and World Heritage Area) will continue to hold a high profile on the world stage. The established
Queenstown—Milford flow of visitors will continue but an increasing flow of visitors will enter Te Anau and
Fiordland along the Southern Scenic Route and inland from Dunedin and Gore. A strong marketing alliance
between Te Anau and the rest of Southland will enable greater exposure and product opportunities for both,
especially with the domestic market.

An expanded airport at Invercargill will have attracted flights from Sydney, Brisbane and possibly Melbourne
plus increasing passenger numbers from New Zealand s main centres. This is likely to drive new holiday
itineraries in Southland and nearby regions of Otago, West Coast and Canterbury.

Invercargill cherishes its heritage values, old buildings, its history and special place as New Zealand s southern-
most city and will reinvent itself as a place that is attractive to visitors and residents alike. An expanded airport
will reinforce its role as a gateway to Fiordland, Queenstown, Stewart Island and the Catlins and in doing
so will lead to investment in existing or new accommodation and potentially more attractions, conferences
and sports events to complement the visitor experience. Bluff will benefit from these developments which in
turn will provide impetus for town beautification and investment in gateway services to/from Stewart Island
(food, attractions and accommodation).

Apart from Fiordland, two other destinations will move closer towards national and possibly international
icon status.

First, Stewart Island, will probably start to see the economic and social benefits of Rakiura National Park
which to date have been slow to emerge. This will be led in part by the multi-million dollar Stewart Island
Experience investment in new day and overnight visits. The venture will stimulate market interest in the destination
by virtue of increased exposure and flow-on investment in accommodation, guided activities, food, services
and information is likely to follow. A redeveloped i-Site will play a key role in strengthening the local industry
and community through centralised accommodation (especially holiday home) and activity bookings, plus
providing important information to visitors on what to see and do and how to minimise effects on the Island s
special plants and animals.

Improvements in road, water and sewerage systems would have occurred incrementally, in response to tourism
growth. A wide range of funding sources will have been pursued to minimise the burden of infrastructure cost
on local ratepayers. More joint ventures and on selling will occur between Stewart Island and other Southland
and Bluff accommodation, information and activity operators. Community and industry facilitation by Venture
Southland, Southland District Council and the Department of Conservation will help strengthen local governance
in order to manage Stewart Island as an important destination.

Second, the Catlins, will consolidate its rapid rise in popularity. Completion of road sealing between Papatowai
and Waikawa will enable more visitors in rental cars and vans to experience the area. Clutha District Council,
Tourism Catlins, Southland District Council, the Department of Conservation and Venture Southland will work
collaboratively to strengthen management of the Catlins. Council and Conservation representation on Tourism
Catlins will ensure an effective community/iwi—government partnership approach. Redevelopment of the
camping area and a new visitor centre attraction at Curio Bay will add value to this key attraction.

I APPENDICES
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I APPENDICES  [ Continued ]

Elsewhere in Southland, smaller communities such as Riverton and Tuatapere are benefiting from more visitors
travelling on the Southern Scenic Route and experiencing the Tuatapere Hump Ridge Track and other products.
A new heritage centre in Riverton will help visitors on the Southern Scenic Route stay longer. Gore and
Mandeville will consolidate their position as the region s leading cluster of European heritage attractions and
niche events and products such as the Hokonui Fashion Design Awards, Mandeville Fly-In and Croydon
Aircraft Museum, Tui Country Music Awards, Hokonui Moonshiners  Festival and Hokonui Moonshine Museum
and Eastern Southland Art Gallery. The Story of Southland concept and the Southern Odyssey Trail will have
been implemented, building on Southland s heritage strengths and be the basis of a popular heritage drive
connecting many of the small rural communities.

Further south, the Sub Antarctic Islands are flag-ship nature reserves with visits from passing wildlife cruise
boats. Strict guidelines on visiting the Islands maintain the integrity of the rare and endemic plant and
wildlife species.

The Southland tourism vision will be achieved by strong partnerships between local government,
communities and industry. Underpinning the vision is a broad consensus at political and community levels
that tourism has a serious role to play in Southland s economy and community and needs to be managed
in a sustainable way.
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In terms of visitor expenditure, Southland is of a similar size to Taranaki, Wairarapa, Hawkes Bay and
Coromandel.  Figures for 2003 and forecast expenditure to 2010 are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Visitor Expenditure for Southland, 2003 - 2010

Total Expenditure 2003 2010f Change to Annual Av.
($ millions) 2010 (%) Growth (%)
Southland
International 95 166 57.4% 8.2%
Domestic 181 256 35.7% 5.1%
Sub Total 276 422 52.7% 6.2%
Fiordland
International 57 100 75% 8.3%
Domestic 35 51 44% 5.3%
Sub Total 92 151 63% 7.2%
TOTAL 368 573 38% 6.9%

Source: New Zealand Regional Tourism Forecasts 2004-2010 (includes Southland and Fiordland)

The forecast annual growth in expenditure is generally consistent with the forecasts for other regions.  Noticeable
differences occur between Southland s strong domestic expenditure and Fiordland s international expenditure,
reflecting ongoing visitor flows through Te Anau from Queenstown.

2001 2006f 2011f 2016f
FTEs FTEs FTEs FTEs

Transportation 537 623 735 883
Food & Drink 1,541 1,801 2,144 2,599
Accommodation 912 1,148 1,468 1,901
Other Shopping 278 327 392 478
Recreation 284 352 443 566
Souvenirs 139 170 212 269
Total Direct Tourism 3,691 4,422 5,394 6,696
Industry Support 1,968 2,407 2,997 3,791
Total Tourism & Support 5,659 6,829 8,391 10,487
Change in Tourism & Support from 2001 1,170 2,732 4,828

Source: Butcher, 2002 (includes Southland and Fiordland)

11. The New Zealand Regional Forecasts 2004-2010 record 1017 direct tourism FTEs for Fiordland and 2663 FTEs for Southland
which appears reasonably consistent with Butcher s figures for Total Direct Tourism for 2001. Flow-on employment in garages,
cafes and shops etc are recorded as Industry Support  in Table 1. By implication, for every direct full-time job in tourism another
0.5 FTE is created elsewhere in the economy.

Appendix 2: Economic Indicators
Overall, tourism has emerged as an important part of Southland s economy and by virtue of being a labour
intensive industry, offers very good prospects for future employment. Over the next decade, much of this
may have to come from migration of families and individuals into the region.

Table 1: Tourism Based Employment in Southland Region, 2001 - 201611
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Appendix 3: Market Trend Data

Overall Growth in Arrivals

Since 1999, Southland has shown an overall increase in guest nights of approximately 15% to 2.615 million.
This increase for the region has been driven by strong growth in international guest nights (mainly in the
Southland RTO), averaging close to 20% annual growth since 1999.12

Given this trend, total international guest nights may pass domestic guest nights in the next few years.  
Figure 1 illustrates this trend.

Figure 1: Growth in Total Domestic and International Guest Nights for the Southland Region, 
Year End December 1999-2003.

Source: DTS (domestic figures) and IVS (international)

In 2003, domestic visitors made a total of 1.4 million, day and overnight visits to the Southland region,
staying 1.5 million nights and spending a total of $216 million.  International visitors made a total of 478,000
day and overnight visits to the Southland region, staying a total of 1.1 million visitor nights and spending a
total of $153 million.

Purpose of Travel and Type of Visitor

Table 3: Visitor Nights by Purpose
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Domestic International Combined

Holiday VFR Business Other

Southland RTO 50% 30% 11% 9%

Fiordland RTO 73% 16% 7% 4%

Southland Region 56% 26% 10% 8%

Source: New Zealand Regional Tourism Forecasts 2004-2010

12. Based on data from the Domestic Travel Survey, International Visitor Survey and Regional Tourism Forecasts 2004-2010.
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Approximately three in four travellers to Southland are New Zealanders. However, when Fiordland is considered
in isolation from the rest of the region, it is clearly an international destination, with 65% of total visits being
made by international visitors. This is illustrated in Table 4:

Table 4: Split Between International and Domestic Visits by RTO

(000) Total Total Total Visits* Percentage Percentage
International Domestic International Domestic

Visits* Visits*

Southland RTO 230 1327 1 557 15% 85%

Fiordland RTO 297 157 454 65% 35%

Southland Region 478 1 405 1 884 25% 75%

* Day visits plus overnight visits

Source: New Zealand Regional Tourism Forecasts 2004-2010

International Market Trends

Although international visitors account for only 25% of total visits to the Southland region, international guest
nights (1.115 million) account for a much higher proportion of the total Southland guest nights at 43%,
suggesting a higher value per visitor compared to domestic visitors. It is this segment of the overall market
that shows the greatest potential for growth in the next six - eight years.

The largest international markets are the UK (26% of international visitor nights), Australia (18%), USA/Canada
(9.6%), Germany and the Netherlands (combined account for 12.6%) and Japan (4%).  Southland s international
visitor markets are presented in Figure 2 (combining Southland and Fiordland RTOs).

Figure 2: International Visitor Markets for Southland, Based on International Visitor Survey Visitor Night
data for Year End December 2004.

Source: International Visitor Survey

Australia clearly shows an attractive market profile of good growth and volume. The UK market has performed
very well with total growth of about 170% since 1999; as has Japan (99% since 1999) albeit from a small
base. The Americas and Germany have shown less growth performance since 1999, increasing by 34%
and 15% respectively (refer Figure 3).

Other
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Figure 3: Total Growth of International Markets in Terms Of Guest Nights, Year End Dec 2004

Source: NZ Commercial Accommodation Monitor

Forecasts suggest continued positive growth of international guest nights, with Australia expected to grow at
4% annually, UK/Nordic 7.1%, the Americas 4.8%, and Other Europe (including Germany and the Netherlands)
4.6% through to 2010. Overall, international guest nights are expected to grow at an annual rate of 5.6%,
with similar growth expected in Fiordland and Southland RTOs.

Fiordland has a higher proportion of international visitor nights compared to the rest of Southland (53% versus
38%), however, the split of the international source markets is similar.

International arrivals to New Zealand have grown 31% since 1999.13 Southland Region s share of the
international market has remained stable at about 2.6%, although this is trending downward on 2002 data
(International Visitor Survey of regional share of nights). At the RTO level, the forecast data suggest Fiordland s
international share has dropped slightly, while the rest of Southland s share strengthened between 1999-
2002, but has slipped to around 1.2% since then. Figure 4 presents this trend in the share of international
visitor nights.

Figure 4: Trend in Share of International Visitor Nights, Year End December 2004.

Source: International Visitor Survey

13. International Visitor Arrivals (IVA) data.
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Domestic Market Trends

Domestic tourism in New Zealand has shown an overall 6% decline in volume of guest nights since 1999.
During the same period, domestic guest nights in the Southland region have declined by about 21% (Southland
RTO 18% and Fiordland RTO 29%).  Figure 5 illustrates the trend since 1999, highlighting a loss of
approximately 232,000 visitor nights in Southland RTO and 95,000 nights in Fiordland.

Figure 5: Southland Region, Trends in Domestic Guest Nights Growth for Year End December 2003.

Source: Domestic Travel Survey

With respect to Fiordland s domestic growth, Figure 6 shows a similar variation, and a net decrease across
day visits, overnight visits and guest nights since 1999.

Figure 6: Domestic Tourism Performance Indicators for Fiordland, Year End December 2003.

Source: Domestic Travel Survey

In contrast to Fiordland, Figure 7 shows quite a different profile for domestic tourism in the rest of Southland
(Southland RTO).  Relative to overnight visits, day visits are significantly higher, at a similar level to guest
nights.  This profile remains relatively stable across the period 1999-2003.
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Figure 7: Domestic Tourism Performance Indicators for Southland RTO, 1999-2003.

Source: Domestic Travel Survey

Southland s decline in domestic guest nights (21%) is relatively larger than the decline for New Zealand
as a whole (6%), suggesting Southland has lost share in the domestic leisure travel market. Figure 5
illustrates Southland s trend in share of New Zealand s domestic guest nights since 1999, showing a decline
in share since 1999 for both Fiordland and Southland RTOs, and the region as a whole (0.15%, 0.3% and
0.3% respectively).

As a comparison, over the same period, Canterbury has not seen a significant change in market share;
Otago s market share has increased by about 0.3%; Queenstown has increased almost 2%; and West Coast
1.5%. Overall, the South Island has seen an increase in total New Zealand market share of about 1.8%.
Based on data from the Domestic Travel Survey Southland s share of New Zealand domestic guest nights is
illustrated by Figure 8.

Figure 8: Declining Market Share in New Zealand Domestic Guest Nights.

Source: Domestic Travel Survey
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It should be noted that these results are in contrast to Statistics NZ Commercial Accommodation Monitor that
shows good growth and a market share gain for Southland in the domestic accommodation market from
2001.  The Commercial Accommodation Monitor data, however, includes visitor nights resulting from business
travel, and likely reflect the period of strong business growth Southland Region is enjoying (refer Figure 9).

Figure 9: Growth in Southland s Domestic Guest Nights Using 1999 as a Base Year.

Source: Statistics NZ Commercial Accommodation Monitor

Figure 10 illustrates the key domestic markets for Southland region are Otago (24%) Canterbury (23%),
Southland (20%), Auckland (9%) and Wellington (8%).

Figure 10: Domestic Market Segments for Southland.

Source: New Zealand Regional Tourism Forecasts 2004-2101

In summary, Southland is experiencing good growth in international arrivals and domestic business travel.
Declines in the domestic leisure market have been noticed since the late 1990s but declines in domestic travel
have also been experienced in many other regions due to cheap outbound travel to Australia and the Pacific.
The effect of cheap domestic airfares and a strengthening profile of Southland may counteract the decreases
over the next five years.
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Appendix 4: Product Trends

Overview of Current Initiatives

Southland s strengths are based primarily on the region s natural attractions — Fiordland, the Catlins, Stewart
Island and, for a limited market, the Sub Antarctic Islands, just over half way between New Zealand and
Antarctica. Its geographic position as the southernmost region is possibly undervalued when one considers
the relative popularity of Cape Reinga in the Far North and other examples such as Lands End and John o
Groats in the UK.

Southland has done well to capitalise on its natural features. Its base of tourism icons is relatively small but
has good potential for new growth and consolidation of existing products. Fiordland has some of the best
nature based tours in the world on Milford and Doubtful Sound attracting close to 500,000 annual visitors.
The Milford Track and to a lesser extent, the Routeburn and Kepler Tracks, are international walking icons
where day trip options have broadened the appeal to other groups of visitors. The Tuatapere Hump Ridge
Track is increasing its market share as the country s newest multi-day walk.

Along with a strong natural product base, the region also has a rich cultural heritage which, through
developments such as the Hokonui Moonshine Museum, Croydon Aircraft Museum and the Southland Museum
and Art Gallery, portrays an important side of Southland s little-known history.

Tourism in the region is at an important stage in its development. The market analysis reflects a steadily
increasing demand for activities and attractions based on Southland s natural landscape and friendly local
people. In order to make this happen, the strategy envisages across the board strengthening of accommodation,
activities, events and industry standards.

Accommodation

There has been a small amount of growth in the accommodation capacity of Southland over the last five to
seven years. Seasonal highs and lows are typical for the region although very few establishments close in
the winter. In the peak season between October and April, average occupancy rates for commercial
accommodation can run well over 70% and for periods during the summer, places like Stewart Island, Te
Anau and parts of the Catlins are at capacity.

Growth in accommodation capacity 1998-2003 for commercial accommodation indicates minimal investment
in expanding or new accommodation:

Table 5: Growth in Commercial Accommodation Capacity Against Growth in Guest Nights

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

Fiordland RTO 1533 1773 1981 2032 2161

Southland RTO 1840 1795 1561 1623 1626

Region Total 3373 3568 3541 3655 3787

Source: Commercial Accommodation Monitor (CAM)
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The apparent decline in Southland s accommodation units between 2000-2001 can be explained by closure
of two hotels since 1999 and possibly a lack of reporting to Statistics New Zealand for the Commercial
Accommodation Monitor (CAM). Figures as recorded by the CAM show the growth in commercial
accommodation units (includes rooms for hotels/motels, beds for backpackers and sites or beds for campgrounds)
is being driven by Te Anau.  Not recorded here are recently expanding properties in Invercargill, strong
growth in holiday homes on Stewart Island, B&Bs and other accommodation units not picked up by the CAM.
Overall, these results show an increase of at least 414 accommodation units or 12% growth for the region
between 1999—2004. The CAM tends to under-represent the real situation so growth in capacity should
be taken as being higher than reported here.

When capacity is matched with growth in guest nights it can be seen that guest night growth for Southland
RTO exceeds growth in capacity (refer Figure 11). For Fiordland RTO, growth in capacity has been more
in-line with growth in demand.

Figure 11: Southland RTOs Comparison of Annual Growth Capacity and Growth in Demand

Source: NZ Commercial Accommodation Monitor

In general, Invercargill maintains good motel occupancy rates year-round from a strong business market and
those attending sports events, conferences and visiting friends and relatives help to keep occupancy up over
weekends and in the off-season. Some tour operators report difficulty in getting beds at times because rooms
are full with business and other travellers. This suggests there is some potential to expand accommodation
to meet or even create further demand.

Overall, occupancy has been improving in Southland. From 1999, the regional average occupancy across
all accommodation types increased 9% from 29% to 38%. Fiordland, however, showed an increase of only
3%, moving from 35% to 38% (refer to Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Southland Average Annual Occupancy Rate, All Accommodation Types 1999 — 2004

Source: NZ Commercial Accommodation Survey

Investment is occurring, and this is encouraging for the industry. Recent developments include high-end luxury
and nature lodges (The Lodge at Tikana, Fiordland Lodge) backpacker lodges and boutique self-cater units
in the Catlins, Nokomai Station, a new motel on Stewart Island, and revamped hotels and motels and new
units in Te Anau. Holiday homes, hosted and B&B style accommodation dominate Stewart Island, the Catlins
and Riverton. Central Invercargill appears to lack a quality camping ground while in Bluff, a recently opened
B&B has proven to be popular and more B&Bs are deemed necessary. Most of these observations stem from
discussions with owners and operators of accommodation.

Transport

Between 75% - 85% of all holiday and VFR traffic enters Southland via road and is generally well served by
a region that has one of the most extensive road networks in the country.13 Such an extensive network places
a significant load on local ratepayers. Generally, all highways and main district roads are in good order
and very suitable for touring.

Gravel roads to many bays in the Catlins serve both as a constraint to development and yet help maintain
these spectacular places with a rural and semi-remote character. Completion of the road seal between
Papatowai and Waikawa-Curio Bay will predictably lead to an increase in rental cars and private vehicles.
Pressure to seal other roads in the Catlins is expected within the next five years that, if undertaken, will require
more intensive site management. Presently, management of wildlife, landscape, infrastructure (especially toilets
and water supplies) is constrained by a low rating base and fragmented management by local and central
government.

The only highways in the region heavily dominated by tourist traffic is State Highway 94, particularly the
Milford Road and State Highway 6 between Queenstown and Five Rivers. The tourism industry and agencies
involved with Milford Sound have varying positions on whether Milford Sound is under pressure from visitors
and how that perceived pressure ought to be managed.

Alternative transport options between Queenstown and Milford Sound have been considered over the years
and currently major proposals, including a monorail and a gondola, are in the planning stages. Industry and
public stakeholder groups are working towards an integrated framework for management of Milford Sound,
although the monorail and gondola proposals have generated a degree of uncertainty into the process.

It is predicted that if tourism continues at present growth rates then road safety will become an issue. Many
narrow or one-lane bridges are still in place and the numbers of heavy vehicles serving the dairy and forestry
industries is expected to increase steadily over the next decade.14
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13. SGL Consulting Group, April 2004.
14. Southland Integrated Transport Scoping Study, 2004.
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In terms of air access, Southland is served primarily by Invercargill Airport.  Daily arrivals have increased
to an average of seven flights per day with Air New Zealand, the only carrier at present.15 Origin Pacific
have indicated a willingness to re-establish flights to Invercargill and this bodes well for future growth.
Currently, all flights to and from Invercargill are routed through Christchurch.  Fare structures are much cheaper
than in the past although the region has a long way to go before it can compete on price in the holiday
market, as illustrated by the following fare comparisons:

Table 6: Airfares to Invercargill from Various New Zealand and Australian Cities ($NZ)

Flights High Med Low Direct Via

NZ

Auckland $396-496 $196 $146 No Chch

Taupo $383-583 $203 $153 No Akl or Wtn & Chch

Wellington $302-452 $162 $122 No Chch

Christchurch $242 $112 $82 Yes

Australia

Adelaide $580 No Syd/Mel & Chch

Brisbane $729-827 $380 $263 No Chch

Melbourne $690 $349 $241 No Chch

Perth $1,022 $630 $469 No Syd/Mel & Chch

Sydney $670 $369 $241 No Chch

Lowest One Way Airfares from NZ to Nearby International Destinations

Airline Freedom Qantas Air NZ

TO:

Fiji $269 $377

Brisbane $99 $239 $199

Sydney $189 $189

Melbourne $199 $199

Growth in passenger numbers is encouraging as inbound and outbound passengers totalled 201,402 in
the year to June 2003, up 8.7% on 2002.  Since the most recent low point (of 158,736 passengers in
2000), loading has increased by 27% and the outlook is for continued growth.16   These passengers are
predominantly from the business, VFR and sporting, events and conference markets.

An extension to the Invercargill airport is underway.  Two flights per week from Sydney and Brisbane are
planned for the first one to two years with more frequent flights expected in subsequent years.  If a suitable
carrier can be attracted, this has the potential to stimulate investment in new accommodation, activities,
attractions and travel itineraries, rental cars and vans and other visitor services.  In time, it has the potential
to strengthen and diversify the flow of visitor traffic in and around the region.  This will send a very positive
message to the Southland tourism industry and potential investors.

15. Manager, Invercargill Airport, personal communication.
16. Invercargill Airport Ltd Annual Report, June 2003.  The proportion of holiday/leisure visitors arriving by air is largely unknown, although one

survey (SGL s Statistical Profile of Visitors to Southland, April 2004) put the average as high as 29% - the data is skewed upwards, however,
as survey respondents included those that also flew into Queenstown.
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Visitor Information Centres

Compared with most other regions, Southland has an unusually high number of Visitor Information Centres
(22).  Among them are four i-Sites (part of the national Visitor Information Network) located at Te Anau,
Invercargill, Gore and Stewart Island. For the scale of tourism in Southland, the supply of i-Sites seems
appropriate. Many of the other centres offer visitors the chance to meet local people and experience Southern
hospitality. Most are managed by volunteers on minimal budgets, which in turn raises the issue of standards
of service and accuracy of information.

To address this issue, a Visitor Information Southland Network (VIS) was established in 2003 to help manage
standards and share information. It is too early to tell if the network is achieving these goals, but it could be
expected that some rationalisation of information centres will occur over the next few years as volunteers retire
or move on, and funding is diverted to other information outlets.

Activities and Attractions

Tours and activities in the region are characterised by a small number of world class, export-ready products
centred primarily in Fiordland. The rest of the region is generally made up of small operators that cater more
for the FIT market, with some not having a commission structure or product of international appeal.

Looking ahead, attractions that appeal to both the FIT and pre-booked/wholesale market are going to be
strengthened by a number of exciting projects to develop new products.

A Story of Southland concept has been developed to provide a framework for prioritising, enhancing, portraying
and communicating heritage projects (museums and other heritage attractions) in a regional context.
Approximately $100,000 per year has been established for this purpose by the Southland District Council,
Invercargill City Council and Gore District Council.

These initiatives build on some recent successful projects such as the Tuatapere Hump Ridge Track;
Southern Scenic Route (connecting Coastal Otago to Southland and Te Anau via the Catlins, Invercargill,
Riverton and Tuatapere); new cruises on Doubtful Sound; the Hokonui Moonshine Museum and Eastern
Southland Art Gallery.

Links with the Queenstown market are growing, evidenced by successful ventures such as Bottom Bus
(Queenstown—Catlins—Coastal Otago tour) and walking packages ex-Queenstown for the Tuatapere Hump
Ridge Track and other Southland Great Walks. A new touring option, Southern Odyssey, is in the early stages
of development to provide a journey through the centre of the region based on colourful characters of the
past.  Many Heritage Trails exist in the region.

Another noticeable trend has been development of activities on the periphery of the region s protected natural
areas. Examples include the Coast-to-Coast day tour of Stewart Island from Invercargill combining a flight,
three hour walk and water taxi back to Oban. These types of day trip products, combining multiple activities
are in demand around the country and Southland is well placed to develop them further.

Southland should be proud of the public-private sector partnerships that have and continue to help establish
products for the region.
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Events, Sports, Conferences and Film

Southland has established many successful events in recent years. It is well geared towards the conference
market and has excellent sporting venues. The combination of events (including sports events) and conferences
accounts for a sizeable percentage of domestic arrivals into Southland and particularly Invercargill. These
activities are important for Southland because they inject in excess of $13.5 million into the local economy,
attracting over 50,000 visitors from within and outside the region17and helps to broaden the quieter months
of April — November.

Some events are gaining national recognition, such as The Bluff Oyster and Southland Seafood Festival, Gold
Guitars, the Tui Country Music Awards and Hokonui Fashion Design Awards. The 2004 Bluff Oyster and
Southland Seafood Festival had an economic impact on Invercargill valued at $4.5 million and on Southland
of $3.9 million, drawing 60% of festival-goers from outside the region.18 The Hokonui Moonshine Festival
and Mandeville Fly-In are growing in regional popularity and have good growth potential.

Sporting events such as the Tour of Southland and the high-achieving Southern Sting help to place Southland
in the minds of many New Zealanders. Indeed, Southland has very strong potential to grow markets attracted
by sports events. For instance, the new indoor velodrome will be the only one in New Zealand, and international
riders, already participating in the Tour of Southland, have expressed interest in basing themselves in Invercargill
as a training ground. This is a niche market showing promise. The New Zealand Grand Prix held at Teretonga
attracts the largest motor racing crowds in Southland. Other facilities such as Stadium Southland and Rugby
Park enable the region to host regional, national and international events.

The upcoming film The World s Fastest Indian is estimated to generate $8 million of additional revenue for
Invercargill and provides a good opportunity to leverage higher profile for Invercargill into the domestic market
and possibly selected international markets (although the domestic market is likely to be more cost effective
in raising Invercargill s profile).

Other Visitor-Related Infrastructure

Most of the basic infrastructure for tourism is in place in Southland. Ongoing improvements to signs, lighting
and toilets are expected although funding this infrastructure (upgrades and development of new facilities) can
be problematic for ratepayers, especially when the benefits of tourism are not apparent. This appears to be
the case with projects such as the redevelopment of the Stewart Island Information Centre, where a variety
of alternative funding sources will have to be explored to minimise the burden on Island ratepayers.

In other cases, public-private partnerships have worked well (such as the Milford Sound Development Authority).
Upgrade of the Bluff Marina is proposed along similar lines. Beautification projects such as the Lumsden town
centre and the redevelopment of Bluff s main street and marina area send positive signals to potential investors,
residents and visitors alike, collectively making Southland an appealing place to visit and live. Creative use
of rating tools, levies, uniform annual charges, dollar-for-dollar subsidies and development contributions as
provided for under the Local Government Act 2003 and Resource Management Act will be needed to help
fund ongoing development and operational costs associated with visitor infrastructure. As a general rule, the
burden on local ratepayers from private sector development should be kept to a minimum.

17. This is based on measured economic impact from 12 events (Venture Southland).
18. Southern Institute of Technology, 2004.
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Appendix 5: Key Issues and Constraints to Tourism in Southland as Seen by the
Community and Industry
Meetings held throughout the region in October 2004 were used to identify key issues, potential solutions
and opportunities for Southland.  Issues held in common across the region include:

Focus on Quality not Quantity

There was fairly unanimous support for a strategy that focused on quality rather than quantity. The type of
visitor that most people seek is one that is prepared to stay longer, accept Southlanders for who they are
and spend more in the local economy. This view is aligned with Tourism New Zealand s intention to target
more independent travellers. A strategy aimed at quality markets has important implications:

¥ Growth may be slower over a longer timeframe but is likely to be more sustainable economically, socially
and environmentally (less burden on local government to invest in large scale infrastructure to manage
large volumes of tourist traffic);

¥ Independent travellers tend to be well travelled before they reach New Zealand and are discerning,
requiring high standards of service, information, tours, attractions and activities;

¥ Growth in independent travel has led to specialised wholesalers and inbound operators who require
commissions to operate — Southland operators wanting to avoid commissions maybe disappointed in
thinking independent travel means no commission.

Seasonality

Many commented that tourism in Southland is constrained by its seasons and saw festivals, events and pricing
as ways to broaden the shoulder months. Some members of the industry noted that seasonal highs and lows
are simply part of tourism in New Zealand and businesses need to manage cashflow and staff accordingly.
This includes reducing the number of staff and in some instances, ceasing operation of some activities over
the winter months.

Southland’s Image

It was agreed that this is more of an issue for the domestic market than the international markets. As a
generalisation drawn from the consultation, Southlanders believe other New Zealanders may still hold negative
perceptions of their region or at least, are unsure of what Southland has to offer. Most participants at the
meetings agreed that something should be done to strengthen Southland s image with the rest of the country.

It is quite possible that Southland s image in the domestic market is not as negative as many Southlanders
believe and further research could be useful to find this out, plus explore the factors that would trigger people
to visit.
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Encouraging Longer Visits

Meetings in Lumsden, the Catlins, Gore, Invercargill, Riverton and Te Anau raised concern and frustration
over generating longer-stay visitors in their area. Bluff accepted that they are primarily a gateway to Stewart
Island but felt the work they were doing on beautifying the town centre would pay dividends in the long run.

For settlements such as Lumsden, Mossburn, Riverton and others situated on the Southern Scenic Route or main
highways, there was widespread acceptance that travel itineraries do not always allow visitors the time to
stay longer. It was noted that many visitors comment that they would have stayed longer if only they knew
how much Southland had to offer.

Important lessons were discussed, reinforcing that small towns have to focus on beautification (such as Lumsden,
Mossburn, Bluff, Riverton etc) and the provision of quality food and other services before visitors will be inclined
to stop. Small towns elsewhere in New Zealand have used this approach plus novelty value to catch the eye
of passing travellers, for instance, Taihape, Bulls, Greytown and Foxton.

Other towns such as Bluff saw opportunities in working more closely with Stewart Island to cross-market each
other s products to entice people to slow down .

Creating Jobs and Attracting Families to Stay

Bluff, Stewart Island, Te Anau, Lumsden/Northern Southland and the Catlins areas were decisive about
wanting to use tourism as a means to community development. While staff accommodation and the shortage
of skilled personnel were also seen as a side issue, the primary focus was on employment and the economic
well being of communities. This is an aspect where tourism has good potential. It will require a focused
partnership-building approach involving local government, communities and the industry.

Rates, Increasing Land Values and the Potential Burden of Infrastructure to Support
the Visitor Industry

There are mixed views over the issue of how far communities should go in paying for the costs associated
with infrastructure whose use is dominated by visitors.  Most meeting participants felt that the industry should
pay its way, particularly for the costs associated with roadside toilets and other amenities. Other were skeptical
about the practicality of using industry levies or targeted rates to raise funding and welcomed further investigation
into funding regimes that could help spread the load of infrastructure costs, recognising that communities also
stand to benefit in terms of jobs and income.  It was noted that this is a national issue but more noticeable
in regions with a low rating base and high flows of visitors.
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Appendix Six:  Department of Conservation and Tourism in Southland

Nearly 60% of the Southland region is managed for conservation.  Most of the region’s iconic natural attractions
are based around the conservation lands of Fiordland and Rakiura National Parks and the Catlins. Thus the
Department of Conservation is inextricably linked to tourism in Southland.

The tourism industry needs to be aware that while there are opportunities for some growth within conservation
lands there is zoning and policies that will dicatate to what level dvelopment can occur. The map opposite
shows the status of conservation lands in Southalnd and proivdes an indication of the level of activty that can
occur within each zone.

Anyone interested in developing a tourism business within the conservation estate will need to consider the
status of the land and liaise closely with the Department of Conservation.*

Figure 14:  Status of Conservation Lands in Southland (opposite page)

* For more information on the status of conservation lands and what the various zones mean please contact the Department of
Conservation’s Southland Conservancy Office in Invercargill - 03 214 4589.
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